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Is this book for you?
You should read this book if:
• You have written or intend to write a book.
• You don’t want to (or haven’t been able to) find a traditional
publisher.
• You want 500 or fewer printed copies.
• You would like to be able to produce a book similar in format to
this one.
• You own (or have access to) a personal computer with
1
Microsoft Word software.
• You are interested in learning new skills that will help you
format your book.
• You are willing to dedicate a significant amount of time and
spend some money to get your book into print.
• You want to know the market price for the printing of a book
like the one you have planned.
The following items are optional, but are particularly helpful: a
scanner, a printer, and Adobe Acrobat or 5D PDF Creator
software.
1

The descriptions in this book apply to Microsoft Word 97 running under Windows 95. However, the
majority of the information would also be appropriate to Word running on other computer platforms as
well as newer versions of Word.
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Introduction
If you have gotten this far, I’ll assume that you have an idea for a
book that you would like to see in print. It doesn’t matter to me
what it’s about. If you have that idea, and a heartfelt desire to see
your book in print, I can help you get that book into print. Your
personal computer, Microsoft Word software, and today’s digital
printing technology provide you with the tools you need to
circumvent the traditional publishing industry. In this book, I will
show you how to go from manuscript to bound book.

The economics of traditional publishing
If you have already tried to get your book published, you know
that the traditional publishing industry is not very open to
newcomers. It focuses on big names and proven authors. First-time
authors are long shots unless they happen to be celebrities or
involved in a scandal of large proportions. If you don’t fall into
one of those categories, chances are that a publisher will ignore
your inquiries or return your manuscript unread. To get them to
listen to you, you need an agent. If your book has a broad
audience, and you want to address that audience through a
traditional publisher, then I recommend that you put this book
down and find a reputable agent.
Even with an agent, it is unlikely that you will strike it rich with a
book – publishing is a tough industry, and only the top authors
make significant amounts of money. Let’s look at the economics of
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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publishing for a moment. What if your book sold 100,000 copies at
$20 a piece. By any measure, that’s a huge success; $2 million in
sales revenue to be exact. But how much of that money would you,
the author, be likely to see after the bookseller, the distributor, the
printer, the publisher, and your agent have taken their share? You
2
might get about 5% to 10% (or maybe as much as $2 per book).
In the case of a $20 book that sells 100,000 copies, 10% of the
sales revenue would amount to $200,000.
Now $200,000 is a lot of money and you could make a nice living
if you were prolific and your books performed consistently at this
level. However the average book sells more like ten or twenty
thousand copies, which leaves a much smaller amount to divide
among the various players. Does your book have a broad enough
appeal to sell 10,000 copies? What if your pool of readers is closer
to 500 or 1,000? What publisher would be interested in that?
If all of this discourages you, read on. The revolution in personal
computers, digital printing, and the Internet has given authors
powerful tools to publish and market their own books, without the
middlemen. You have the opportunity to take advantage of these
technologies to create, print, and even promote and sell your
book. If this sounds like a lot of work, well, it is, but if you’ve made
it this far, I can show you how to get your book in print using a
step-by-step achievable plan. I’ll help you cut out unnecessary
middlemen and work effectively with others who can help you. I
can’t promise riches or publishing miracles, but I can give you the
satisfaction that comes from seeing a dream through to
completion.
Today’s digital technologies are extremely well suited for
producing small quantities of books. This wasn’t the case as
recently as the late 1980s. Short-run books fill a tremendous gap
2

You might be able to bargain a larger percent, and maybe you have a hot property that Hollywood will
want the film rights to, but 5% to 10% is reasonable for a first-time author.
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that has existed between mass-market books and books with a
more focused appeal. Do you have a family history, a topic of local
interest, a fund-raising cookbook, a book of poetry, a memoir, a
novel, or a military unit history? Perhaps your book is something
that you simply had to write. This technology gives you the tools
to bring your story to a broader audience.
I wrote this book because I could see the opportunities that today’s
technology provides to authors who want to publish their own
books. This became exceptionally clear to me as I pursued, in my
3
spare time, the writing of a book called “The Writing 69th”.
Publishers ignored my proposals, even though I was firmly
convinced I had a compelling story to tell. I decided to print a
small quantity of books myself because I wanted to have copies to
give to the dozens of veterans, family members, and others who
had helped me while I did my research. I was motivated to do this
because the veterans who had helped me were all in their
seventies or eighties and I wasn’t sure they would still be around
when I finally found a traditional publisher. I also wanted to
complete “The Writing 69th” exactly the way I wanted it,
knowing that I would probably have to make significant
concessions if and when I signed a deal with a publisher. By selfpublishing a small quantity of books and putting them in limited
distribution, I hoped to provide some visibility for the book and
thereby improve my chances of finding a publisher.
I learned a lot through the process of having “The Writing 69th”
printed and I’d like to share that knowledge with you. Most people
don’t realize the power of some of the software tools that come
with a personal computer today. If you have a personal computer
with Microsoft Word software, then you are ready to start.
Microsoft Word is a word-processing tool that gives you the power
3

Throughout this book I will refer to my experiences in writing, formatting, and printing “The Writing
69th”. You can find more information on “The Writing 69th at the following Internet address:
www.greenharbor.com
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to create a handsome book complete with a table of contents,
index, captions, and footnotes. It is well suited for short- to
medium-length book projects, and though it has its quirks, it can
help you be your own publisher.
I will also assume that you have your own printer, but you
shouldn’t assume that you will be printing your book at home. In
most cases, it will be far more economical for you to find a print
shop with digital printing or copying services. A scanner is
another nicety, particularly if you want to include photographs or
other images. Another tool, which I will discuss in greater detail
later in the book, is Adobe Acrobat software (list price
approximately $200). You can use this software to create a printready file when you are finished with the writing and formatting of
your book.
You can dramatically reduce the cost of this project if you handle
the time-consuming things instead of paying someone else to do
them for you. However there will still be times when you will have
to pay for the services of other people. For “The Writing 69th”, I
paid an artist to create a cover image, a printer to print the cover
in color, and another printer to print the inside of the book and
then bind the book. I offered to pay a proofreader, but instead
bartered my time for hers. The process of printing 100 copies of
4
“The Writing 69th” cost me about $1,700, or about $17 a book.
This is a significant amount of money, but I felt it was worth it. I
gave away most of the copies and sold a few. I did not intend this
to be a moneymaking operation, but I took in enough money to
cover some of the production costs. Future printings of the book
will be significantly less expensive, probably around $6 per book,
because the initial expenses include extra covers plus other
general overhead expenses.
4

“The Writing 69th” was 172 pages long and had many scanned photographs and illustrations. The cover
was color and the inside was black & white. It was perfect bound (like a typical paperback book) and in
8½” x 11” format.
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Keep in mind that this book is about formatting and printing small
quantities of books. It is not about publishing. Publishing a book is
a much more extensive process that involves marketing,
distributing, and getting the book into mainstream bookstores. If
you want to see your book displayed in national retail bookstores, I
recommend that you publish it through a reputable publisher.
However, this book will cover the importance of some key
publishing issues including the International Standard Book
Number (ISBN). An ISBN is required if you want your book to be
listed with a distribution network that would allow it to be ordered
through retail bookstores. This is the first step towards publishing,
but it won’t make your book magically appear on shelves in stores
and it will not be effective unless it is done in conjunction with a
focused marketing effort.
By the time you finish reading this book, you will know how to
format and submit your book to a print shop. You will know the
decisions that you will have to make regarding printing and
binding. You will also know approximately how much it will cost
to print your book. The book will also provide you with resources
for tasks that you choose not to do yourself. There is even a
5
section on vanity publishers if you choose to go that route. (And
even if you do, you can save money by following the advice
contained in this book.)
In essence, you will know how to produce a soft-cover book that
looks like the book that you are holding now.

Book fundamentals
This book’s chapters are structured around the five key tasks
related to getting a book in print:
• Editorial tasks – Writing and editing the book

5

A vanity publisher charges the author money to publish a book.
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• Design tasks – Designing and formatting the book
• Art tasks – Illustrating the book
• Production tasks – Assuring that the book will print well,
including creating a print-ready file and delivering that file to
the printer
• Printing & binding tasks – Working with a print shop to
produce the finished book
Another chapter covers some key publishing tasks related to
distribution and pricing. The “Publishing tasks” chapter also
covers other resources, particularly those that are available
through the Internet. These Internet-based services are changing
traditional publisher/author relationships and opening up new
opportunities for authors.

The way it used to be
Here’s the way things used to work if you wanted to get your book
published. You typed out your manuscript double-spaced on a
typewriter and submitted those pages to the publisher. If your
manuscript was accepted, the editor marked up any corrections on
the manuscript and submitted those pages to the typesetter. The
typesetter re-typed the manuscript and sent the formatted pages
(or galleys) back to the editor. The editor (and maybe the writer
too) made final corrections to the galleys, manually created the
table of contents and index (if required), and returned the galleys
to the typesetter. The typesetter made those corrections and sent
the final pages to the printer. The printer photographed the pages
6
and created printing plates. The printer also created printing

6

In the past, making a printing plate was a very manual process that involved photographing the page
from the designer, processing the film, and then cutting and taping the film from multiple pages together.
This large piece of composite film was used to expose the plate material in a special graphic arts camera.
The plate was then mounted on the press for printing. Today, many printers use an automated process that
allows the printer to make a plate much more simply.
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plates for the cover, which was based on artwork from an artist,
typography from a typesetter, and a page layout from a designer.

Today’s workflow
Today, personal computers and word processing software have
streamlined this process extensively. Authors still submit printed
copies of their manuscripts, but of course once the manuscript has
been accepted, the publisher asks the author for the manuscript as
a computer file. Formatting the book is also greatly simplified if
the author assigns standard styles to each portion of the book (i.e.,
heading, subhead, text, bullet, note, caption, etc.). In addition,
many software programs are available that automatically create a
table of contents and an index. To make a long story short, one
person can handle the roles of author, editor, typesetter, designer,
and artist if they have the right skills and talent. You can even
print the book yourself if the quantities are small enough and you
are satisfied with as simple a binding technique as a staple or a
three-ring binder.
The chapters that follow will cover the key roles and
responsibilities involved in taking a book from manuscript to
print. You may not be able to handle all of them yourself, but you
will be able to decide for yourself which ones you should perform
and which you should delegate.

Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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Editorial tasks
As you read this chapter you will find it helpful at times to sit at
your computer with a Microsoft Word file open so that you can
view the suggested menu options. Microsoft Word provides the
ability to personalize the way that certain menus and buttons
appear on your screen. As a result, your screens may appear
slightly different from the descriptions in this book. To begin, you
should check to be sure that you are able to view the Standard,
Formatting, Drawing, and Outlining toolbars. To do so, select
“Toolbars” under the “View” menu and be sure that Standard,
7
Formatting, Drawing, and Outlining are selected.
Figure 1 – The selections on the Microsoft Word menu bar

Using Microsoft Word to write a better manuscript
I’m going to assume that you can write well, or at least well
enough to meet the task at hand. You will need to look elsewhere
if you want advice on issues of grammar or style. However, there
are a variety of tools available through Microsoft Word that can
make it significantly easier for you to write a typo-free,
7

Outlining may not appear as a selection if you are not already in Outline mode.
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grammatical manuscript. You would be foolish not to make liberal
use of them. Many of these tools are found under the Menu
Heading called “Tools”, including a spelling and grammar check
tool, a custom spelling dictionary, an automatic correction tool, a
thesaurus, and a word count tool.

Spelling and grammar
The “Options” menu under “Tools” includes a section called
“Spelling & Grammar” where you can set Microsoft Word to
check your spelling and grammar as you type. This convenient
tool points out when you make simple mistakes. When the spell
checker uncovers a spelling error, it underlines the word in red.
When it spots a grammatical error, it underlines the phrase in
green. You may choose to ignore these recommendations, but in
general they do provide helpful advice. If you find the spelling and
grammar check distracting, you can always turn it off, but you
should remember to do a final spell check before submitting your
job for print.

Working with a custom dictionary
The spell check feature works best when it is used in conjunction
with a custom dictionary. Word comes installed with a custom
dictionary called CUSTOM.DIC. If you use technical or other
unusual words that aren’t in Word’s dictionary, you can add them
to the custom dictionary so that they will be recognized in the
8
future. If you right click with your mouse on a word underlined in
red, it gives you the choice “Add”, which if selected, will add the
word to the custom dictionary. Be careful with this. If you add a
misspelled word to the dictionary, Microsoft Word will no longer
alert you to the error. If you want to check the words in the
custom dictionary, then go to the Tools menu, click “Options”,
8

The mouse for a Microsoft Windows personal computer comes with two buttons. You can use the left
button to make menu selections, select blocks of text, and to place your cursor. Clicking the right button
often provides a menu of additional choices.
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and then click the “Spelling & Grammar” tab. If you click on
“Dictionaries” and select the one you want to edit, it will open the
file so you can add, delete, or edit words. While you do this, Word
will automatically turn off spell checking, so you’ll need to turn it
9
back on when you’re through.

Automatic correction
Word’s AutoCorrect tool corrects or even formats automatically
while you type. You can turn this feature on in “AutoCorrect”
under the “Tools” heading. Depending on the options you choose,
this feature can correct common typing mistakes (for example, it
can change “freind” to “friend”) or capitalize the first word in a
sentence. All of this happens automatically. You can also
customize Microsoft Word to make substitutions. For example, it
can automatically change “percent” to “%”.
At first it is unsettling to see the computer correcting your
mistakes, but after a while I think you’ll come to like it. It is also
handy if you frequently type foreign or accented words. Instead of
having to remember the “press the Alt key plus some number”
10
keystroke sequence for an accent, you can simply set
AutoCorrect to replace the unaccented word with the accented
version. To do this, go to “AutoCorrect” under the “Tools”
heading and type in the unaccented version under “Replace” and
copy and paste the accented version under “With”. Be sure that
the box labeled “Replace as you type” is checked. However, if you
are working in a foreign language you can set the appropriate
language for the spelling dictionary in “Languages” under the

9

You do this by selecting “Tools” and then “Options”. Under “Options”, select the “Spelling & Grammar”
tab. Then activate “Check spelling as you type”.

10

To find the correct keynote sequence for an accented character, you must use a Windows utility called
“Character Map”. To open Character Map, go to the “Start” button in Windows and select “Programs”,
then “Accessories”, and then “Character Map”. Within Character Map you can select the appropriate font
and then copy the desired character.
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“Tool” Menu. You can even do this for individual segments of
11
your document that appear in a foreign language.
AutoCorrect also helps improve the use of certain specialized
characters. For example, if you type three consecutive periods
when AutoCorrect is on, they will be converted to an ellipsis,
which is the correct typographical character to be used in such a
situation. AutoCorrect will also change straight quotes to curly
quotes. These may seem like minor corrections, but they give a
much more professional appearance to a document. However, just
because you have AutoCorrect on does not mean that all such
specialized characters will be inserted. If you cut and paste a
section from another document, AutoCorrect will not be applied
to it. You will need to proof your document closely for these errors.
A quick way to see if AutoCorrect is turned on is to type a colon,
a close parenthesis, and then a space. If AutoCorrect is on, the
two characters will turn into a “smiley face” (!) character.

Thesaurus
Microsoft Word’s Thesaurus can help you find the right word (or
even help you find a substitute for an often-repeated word). To
find a synonym, just place your cursor in the word that you want
to check and then go to the “Tools” menu. “Thesaurus” will be an
option under “Language”.

Word count
Microsoft Word also provides an easy way to get a word count. Just
go to “Word Count” under “Tools” and it will give you not only
the word count, but also counts for pages, paragraphs, characters,
and lines. Word can even give your document a “Readability”
rating after you have done a spelling and grammar check. To get

11

Later, in the chapter on design tasks, you will learn how to create a Word style that assigns the
appropriate language for spell checking.
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this rating, be sure to click “Show readability statistics” in the
“Spelling & Grammar” tab in “Options” under “Tools”.

Don’t overestimate these tools!
Despite these wonderful tools, you will still make mistakes that go
undetected. The grammar check tool misses many simple
12
problems and the spell check is powerless to help you identify a
“wordo” (i.e., when you type “site” instead of “sight” or “dig”
instead of “dog”). These errors are more likely to be found by a
competent proofreader who reads your manuscript carefully. I
highly recommend that you hire the services of a qualified
proofreader before you take your book to print. However, you can
make the proofreader’s job easier if you use the tools described
above and you print out and show your manuscript to others for
comment. Keep in mind that someone who reads your manuscript
and tells you that it is “good” has not provided you with any useful
information. (I’m hoping that you thought it was “good” already.)
Give your early readers something to look for, specifically typos
and wordos. In addition, ask them to underline or mark sections
where they were confused or puzzled. If one reader is puzzled,
chances are that other readers will struggle with that section too.
This type of information is invaluable, but many readers will
hesitate to tell you what they think because they don’t want to
hurt your feelings. Choose your early readers with this in mind.
They should be people whose opinion you trust and who will tell
you what you need to know. Your final proofreader should be
willing to give an extremely careful look at your manuscript.
However, you may wish to have them proofread one chapter first
to see if they are identifying important problems instead of nitpicking you to death.
12

Sometimes the corrections it suggests are outlandish. For example, when I wrote: “In fact, a lot of times
these roles get all mixed up and tasks get done out of order”, it put a green line under “get done” and
suggested the following options: “get did”, “get had done”, and “get has done”. Yet even when the grammar
check makes a nonsensical suggestion, it still may point out to you that a sentence needs some work.
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Playing the roles of author and editor on your own book is a little
like representing yourself in a court of law, so don’t forget the old
saying: “someone who represents himself in court has a fool for a
client.” Be sure that you understand when to step aside and take
good advice from a trusted reader or proofreader.

Keystroke commands
If you are new to computers, you may not know that many of the
features within Microsoft Word and other software programs can
be reached through certain keystroke commands. Once you know
the keystroke commands, it is generally quicker to use them
instead of the mouse. Several important examples appear under
Word’s “Edit” menu. These usually use the “Control” key plus
another character. You will find the Control key on the lower left
corner of your keyboard. It may be marked “Ctrl”. Here are some
keystroke commands that you are likely to use frequently:
• Copy – “Control” plus the letter “c” copies whatever text you
have selected. You can then move your cursor to another spot
in the document and paste the text. You may wish to use this
for long words or phrases that you intend to reuse.
13

• Cut – “Control” plus the letter “x” cuts the text you have
selected so you can remove it and paste it in another spot.
• Paste – “Control” plus the letter “v” pastes the copied or cut
text into the spot you have selected.
• Undo – “Control” plus the letter “z” is the undo command. If
you don’t like the text you just typed or the change you just
made, hit “Control+z”.
You also can access the cut, copy, and paste commands by right
clicking with your mouse.

13

Press and hold down the “Control” key and the “c” key at the same time.
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Outlining
“Start with an outline!” I’m sure that these words, spoken by
innumerable high school English teachers, still ring in the ears of
all writers. I didn’t start using outlines until I was much older, and
the reason had nothing to do with my high school English
teachers. I started using outlines because of Microsoft Word. It
made it very easy to organize and edit my documents.
Are you old enough to have used a typewriter? Did you ever type
up some assignment and then realize that it needed reorganizing?
Did you get out your scissors, cut it up, tape it together again in
the improved order, and then type it up again? This is what Word
allows you to do, but it’s much easier, and you don’t need tape or
scissors. I find that my writing benefits tremendously from the
structure imposed by Word. You know those writers who won’t
give up their Underwood typewriters? I feel the same way about
writing with Microsoft Word.
Using the outline structure has another important benefit: it
provides an easy framework for adding styles that greatly simplify
the typesetting and formatting of a document. It also sets the stage
for making a table of contents that is easily updated. (The table of
contents entries are pulled directly from the headings in your
document and assigned the appropriate page number.) I love the
outlining feature and encourage people to use it. It surprises me
how many people don’t know that it exists or understand the
power that it wields.

Viewing a document in Outline mode
The outlining feature of Word is related to how the document is
viewed. There are five different “View” settings in Microsoft
Word: Normal, Online Layout, Page Layout, Outline, and Master
Document. You can switch between these views by choosing the
appropriate setting under the “View” Menu.

Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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Figure 2 – Menu bar with the View options

I find that I use three of these views regularly:
• Normal – “Normal” provides an easy way to view the document
if you are just writing and don’t want to be bothered with
seeing the edge of the page or the headers and footers.
• Page Layout – If you do want to see the page, then the best
setting is “Page Layout”, which shows the page and all of the
associated elements in position.
• Outline – “Outline” is the best setting if you want to view the
hierarchical structure of the document, particularly if you
intend to move or insert sections.
Figure 3 – A page viewed in Outline mode
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There are two options when you are in Outline mode: “headings”
and “body text”. The highest heading level is Level 1. In general,
four or five heading levels should be more than enough for a
document. Many documents require only two: Heading 1 for
chapter titles and Heading 2 for subheads within chapters. The
heading levels that you choose will be reflected in your table of
contents later, so choose carefully. You can select whether all of
the heading levels are reflected in the table of contents, but you
cannot include items that are not headings in the table of
contents.
Figure 4 – Outline menu bar (with arrows and numbers)

When you are in Outline mode, a menu with arrows and numbers
14
will appear below the menu bar. The arrows on the left-hand side
of the menu bar allow you to “promote” and “demote” headings,
and also to change a heading to body text. Clicking the arrow that
is furthest to the left raises a heading a level (i.e., promotes it).
Pressing the next arrow brings it down a level (i.e., demotes it).
Pressing the double arrow changes a text block from a heading to
15
body text.
If you have never used Outline mode, you should practice using it.
Try moving heading levels up and down and changing them to
body text. One nice feature of Word’s Outline mode is that you

14

If for some reason it isn’t there, go to “View” then “Toolbars” and be sure the box next to “Outlining” is
checked.

15

A block of body text can be sentence or a paragraph. Every time that you hit “Enter” on the keyboard
you create a new block of body text.
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can easily collapse or expand what you see within the document. If
you select the number 1 on the Outlining menu bar, you only see
Level 1 heads. Select number 2 and you’ll see Level 1 and 2 heads.
Select “All” and you see everything, including both headings and
body text. Notice that when you select the number 1, the
collapsed headings have either a plus or a minus sign to their left.
A plus sign indicates that there are more heads or body text
beneath. A minus sign means that nothing is below. You can
reveal the heads or text below a plus sign by double clicking on it.
Body text blocks have a small square to their left. You can move a
heading or body text block by left clicking on the plus/minus sign
or square, and dragging it to the desired spot.
Outlining is a deceptively simple yet powerful feature. I use it
constantly. It also reflects the power of keying your text into a
computer. You only have to type it once and from then on you can
copy it, paste it, and reformat it as much as you want.

Creating a table of contents
Say that you have created a document using Word’s Outline mode
and you want to create a table of contents. You have built the
structure, now automatically creating the table of contents is
simple. Insert your cursor where you want the table of contents to
go and then go to “Index and Tables” under “Insert”. Choose the
“Table of contents” tab. You will see a selection of styles. Choose
one and select the number of heading levels that you want
16
reflected in the table of contents. Once you choose “Okay”,
Word will build a table of contents. If you don’t like what it has
done you can either delete it or “Undo” it. Once you have created
a table of contents that you like, you can update it by placing the
cursor within the table of contents and clicking the right button of
16

Selecting one level provides a very basic table of contents. If you include multiple heading levels, your
table of contents may extend for several pages. You might choose to have a lengthy table of contents if you
are not planning on having an index.
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your mouse. You will have the option of updating the entire table
of contents or just the page numbers.
I placed my table of contents under a bold heading that matched
my chapter heading, but was not a true Level 1 heading. I did this
so that the words “Table of Contents” would not appear in the
table of contents. I’ll explain how to create such special styles in
the chapter on “Design tasks”.

Creating an index
Creating an index is similar to creating a table of contents, but it
requires a little more work. First, you must decide whether your
book really requires an index. I think that most non-fiction books
benefit from an index, even when there is an extensive table of
contents. You can make it easy for a reader to find the names of
people or products mentioned in your book. It also helps to unify
concepts that may appear in multiple chapters. I think that most
non-fiction writers would like to have an index, but are
discouraged from doing so because creating an index was a very
tedious manual process in the past. Microsoft Word can help you
automate this process so that page references in your index can be
updated very easily.
Once you have decided you want an index, you have to identify
which words you want to appear in the index. There are
automated and manual ways of doing this. To automate the
process, you can create a “concordance”. A concordance is a file
containing all of the words that you want indexed. To make a
concordance file, open a new Word document and make a two17
column table. The first column should include the word or words
that you want to index. The second column should include the
way you want the entries to appear in the index. For example:
17

The table feature in Word appears on the main Menu under the “Table” heading. Select “Table” and
then “Insert Table”. The menu that appears next allows you to set the number of rows and columns. For
practice, make a table with two columns and six rows.
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Baker

Baker, Joseph F.

Birdwatching

Birdwatching

Joe Baker

Baker, Joseph F.

Joseph Baker

Baker, Joseph F.

Oriole

Baltimore Oriole

XYZ

XYZ, Incorporated

Select these words carefully, because once you apply the
concordance to your document, it will assign index entries to
these words whether it makes sense or not. For example, if there
are any other members of the Baker family mentioned in the text,
their names will also be indexed as “Baker, Joseph F.” because of
the single word “Baker” in the concordance. Any discussion of a
baker (who bakes) will also appear under “Baker, Joseph F.” in the
index. Only use an individual name, such as “Baker”, if you are
confident that it will not create confusing index references.
For this book, I selected words for the concordance that covered
some of the important concepts and identified key products that
were mentioned in the text. For example:
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5D PDF

5D PDF Creator

Acrobat

Adobe Acrobat

Microsoft Word

Microsoft Word

Outline mode

Outlining

PostScript fonts

Fonts, PostScript

Print shop

Print shop

Proofread

Proofreading

Proofreader

Proofreading

Proofreading

Proofreading

TrueType

Fonts, TrueType
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In general, you should create your index relatively late in the
editorial process so that you can apply the concordance when the
document is near completion. Save the concordance file in an
easy-to-access location.
To apply the concordance file to your book, open the document
you want to index. If the document is already open, then save it
before proceeding (in case something goes wrong). Go to the
“Insert” menu, click “Index and Tables”, and then click the
“Index” tab. On the “Index” tab you will see a button named
“AutoMark”. Press this button and locate the concordance file
that you created. Select “Open”.
Once you have done this, Word will search the document for the
selections in the first column of your concordance file. It will then
use the text in the second column to create the index entry.
After you have applied the concordance you will be able to view
the index entries that Word inserted in your document. There are
two ways to make these entries visible. Press the Show/Hide
button (see below), or go to the “Tools” menu and select
“Options”. Under Options, select the “View” tab and activate the
check box named “All” under “Non-printing characters”.
Figure 5 – The Show/Hide button is the symbol that looks like a backward
“P” at the lower right corner of this illustration

Once you have made the non-printing characters visible you will
be able to see the index entries (and spaces and carriage returns
18
and line breaks ). Index entries appear within special curly
18

A space appears as a small dot. A carriage return, which you get by pressing the “Enter” key, looks like a
backwards “P”. (Microsoft Word refers to this as a “paragraph mark”.) A line break looks like a small,
curved leftward pointing arrow. You get a line break by holding the shift key while pressing the enter key.
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brackets. Each entry contains the letters “XE” (for index entry)
plus the exact wording the way it will appear in the index. You
can use Word tools to place index entries manually within your
document, but it is just as easy to cut and edit existing index
entries. To do so, select the index entry, press “Control+c” (i.e.,
the keystroke command for copy), then move your cursor next to
the desired spot (i.e., next to the words for the next index entry),
and press “Control+v” (i.e., the keystroke command for paste).
Edit the words in the index entry as required.
If you find that you want to automatically mark all the
occurrences of a word that you forgot to include in your
concordance, you should select “Mark All” in the “Mark Index
Entry” dialog box.
I have found that using a concordance is a great time saver, and it
also forces you to think about the exact wording of the entries in
your index. However, there will always be additional words that
you will want to reference. Therefore, you will almost certainly
end up manually marking and editing index entries.
Figure 6 – The Mark Index Entry dialog box
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You can also create cross-references in your index (for example,
“See Birdwatching”). To do so, select the text you want to use as
an index entry and then press “Alt+shift+x”. This will bring up
the “Mark Index Entry” dialog box. Under “Options”, pick “Crossreference”, enter the desired cross-reference text, and then press
the “Mark” button.
Once you have marked the index entries, you can create the
index. I placed my index under a Level 1 (i.e., chapter) heading.
To do this, I typed “Index” and then set the heading to Level 1.
Then I hit “Enter” and set the style of the next line to “Normal”.
To insert the index, go to “Insert” and select “Index and Tables”.
Word gives you multiple options for design choices. Later in this
book, we will cover how you might adjust those style selections.
For now, pick the “From Template” format, set the columns to two
(this is a good choice for an 8½” x 11” page), and check the
“Right align page numbers” box. Once you press “Okay”, Word
19
will create an index. It will collect the index entries, sort them
alphabetically, reference the correct page numbers, find and
remove duplicate entries from the same page, and display the
index in the document.
Once you have the index in the document, you can update it by
right clicking with your mouse anywhere within the index. This
brings up a dialog box that includes the message “Update field”. If
you select this, the index will automatically update the entries and
page numbers. Before you update the page numbers, be sure to
make the non-printing characters invisible by pressing the
“Show/Hide” button. If you don’t do this, the page numbering will
be incorrect. When the index entries are visible on the page, their
presence changes the length of the book. Most of the page
references in index entries will be wrong if you update the index

19

In many cases, you may wish to view a menu without actually setting the process in motion. If you don’t
want to create an index, simply press “Cancel” to leave the menu without doing anything.
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when the index entries are visible. (The same holds true of the
table of contents.)

Proofing the index
Once you have created an index, you will also need to proofread
it. Important things to look out for include:
• Accurate page references – The page numbers will be wrong if
you update the index while the index entries are visible because
their presence changes the number of pages in the book.
• Duplicate entries – Duplicate entries crop up when there are
differences between index entries that you intended to be
identical. For example, “Baker, Joseph F.” and “Baker, Joseph F”
will result in two index entries because they aren’t identical
(the second is missing the period after the “F”). An additional
space can cause similar problems. These mistakes frequently
crop up when you are manually adding index entries. They can
appear even if you use a concordance, if there are slight
variances in the spelling of the words in the second column.
Luckily, these kinds of errors are easy to spot and correct
because they generally appear side by side in the index.
• Incorrect entries – If you are doing a significant amount of
editing, or if you are adding a lot of index entries manually, it is
quite easy to insert an incorrect index entry. For example, you
copy an existing index entry and paste it elsewhere. Before you
have a chance to edit the text to reflect the new entry, the
phone rings. You forget to edit the text. That means that an
incorrect reference to the first topic will be identified
elsewhere. The best way to correct this is to do an index entry
proofing cycle by reading the document with the non-printing
characters visible. Then you can check that all of the index
entries are appropriate.
• Weird entries – The format for an index entry does not handle
words inserted in quotes very well. Word’s index entries are
Page 30
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identified within the curly brackets by quotes. Therefore, if your
index entry includes a word in quotes, the index reference will
most likely appear truncated. The only solution I have found is
to omit any quotes from the index entries.

Word’s Find/Replace feature
One of the most powerful tools in Word is its “Find/Replace”
feature under “Edit”. I use this tool in a variety of ways. Sometimes
I use it to navigate to an exact spot in a long document when I
know a sequence of words that only appears there. I’ll use it to
look for and delete double spaces or multiple carriage returns,
20
which sometime crop up in a document. In the same way, you
can use it to search a document and replace all instances of
something, for example, a product or person’s name that you want
to assure is spelled consistently throughout the document. You can
do this by searching for a sequence of letters that will appear
uniquely in a certain word. For example, I might search for “icros”
if I wanted to find all instances of “Microsoft” and I feared that I
had capitalized the “s” in some instances.
I also use the Find/Replace feature to help find reminders that I
have written to myself. I enclose these comments in square
brackets, for example “[re-work]” or “[come back here]”. Square
brackets are rarely used in a document, so it is easy for me to use
the Find/Replace feature to locate them. I find that I use square
brackets not only for reminders, but also to include ideas or subject
areas that I want to write about, but don’t have time to flesh out
right then. I have done this for so long that it is second nature to
me now, and I never complete a document without searching first
for open and close square brackets.

20

For the record, I think it is appropriate to use a single space after a period when working on a computer.
In addition, two or more carriage returns (i.e., paragraph marks) should never appear consecutively. As we
will see in the “Design tasks” chapter, there are better ways to add space.
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You can also use Find/Replace to look for format attributes like
font or style. Therefore, Find/Replace can come in handy during
formatting if you want to change a consistently mislabeled style to
the appropriate style. To search for style and other format
attributes, press the “More” button on the “Replace” menu. This
brings up a “Format” button with multiple selections. Also on the
“More” menu is a selection of frequently used characters, including
line breaks and paragraph marks, that you may wish to include in a
search.
Figure 7 – The Find and Replace menu with special characters

Find/Replace has advanced features that will even let you search
for words that sound alike. (I haven’t found a use for this yet, but
who knows, maybe someday it will come in handy.) You can even
use “wildcards” to do searches for words that have certain
characteristics in common. (For example, searching for “w?rd”
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would return any instances of “ward” and “word”.) Chances are
you are more likely to use the “Match case” feature, which assures
that the words that are found exactly match the capitalization of
your entry.
Whenever you use Find/Replace, save your file beforehand. The
Replace feature is a powerful tool and you may unwittingly change
more than you had planned. Also be extremely careful before
selecting “Change All”. You want to be entirely sure that you are
changing only the attribute you want, and not something else. For
example, you might replace a character string in one word, but not
realize that the same string appears in other words. I recently read
a book in which the editor must have done a search for the letters
“US” intending to replace them with U.S. (as an abbreviation for
the United States). Unfortunately, the search also brought up
every instance of the word “us” and as a result, the book contains
sentences like: “Tell U.S. about it.”
You should be aware that the Find/Replace feature works best in
“Normal” or “Page Layout” mode. In “Outline” mode, it will only
search within the text that is currently displayed. Therefore, in
“Outline” mode if you search for a word that you know is in the
text of the document, you may not find it if you are only viewing
the headings when you do the search.

Scanning an existing manuscript to convert it to text
Up to this point I’ve assumed that you are working from a
manuscript that you already have or are creating as a Word file.
However, you may have an older typewritten manuscript that you
would like to convert into a Word file. A software technology
called optical character recognition (OCR) can help you do this if
you own or have access to a scanner. You simply provide the OCR
software with a scanned image of the page, and it converts that
page into computer readable text. Many scanners sold today come
with very capable OCR software.
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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There are two major issues to consider regarding OCR:
• Scanning the pages
• Cleaning up the file after the OCR software is done
We’ll look at these issues separately.

Scanning the pages
The first step is to scan the pages of your manuscript. Unless you
21
have an automatic document feeder for your desktop scanner,
this will be a time-consuming process because you will have to
place each page manually on the scanner’s glass. Chances are that
your manuscript is 100 or more pages, so this could take many
hours. Before you go through this tedious process, you should
check to see if you might have access to an advanced digital
device like certain fax machines or digital copiers. (HewlettPackard offers a product called “Digital Sender” that is effective
for this purpose.) These devices are becoming popular among
corporations because in addition to performing typical faxing or
copying functions they also allow you to scan a document and turn
it into a computer file that you can send to someone as an e-mail
attachment. It goes without saying that these high-tech digital fax
and copy machines have automatic document feeders, but more
importantly the scan-to-file function can save you hours of manual
scanning on your desktop scanner. These devices can scan much
faster than your desktop scanner, and they also have the
advantage that they run unattended.
Whether you use a desktop scanner or a digital copy/fax machine,
you need to be sure that you provide the OCR software with the
right amount of data. If you give it too little data, it will have
difficulty distinguishing certain characters. If you give it too much
data, you will be creating large scanned images that will be
21

Many copy machines have an automatic document feeder that takes individual sheets from a stack of
paper and feeds them into the copier. This feature is much less common on home scanners.
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difficult to transport from one computer to another, and whose
22
size will bring no added benefit. In general, a scan resolution of
300 dots per inch is sufficient for OCR. Be sure that the scanner is
not set to color or grayscale. The proper setting should be bitmap,
which may also be called black & white, line art, or one bit. These
23
settings will create a file of around one megabyte in size for an
8½” x 11” page.
Once you have the scanned file, the OCR software can be used to
convert it to text. The OCR software that I have used processes
pages quite quickly, however the time it takes will depend on your
computer and software as well as the number of pages being
processed.

Cleaning up the file
OCR software can be very good, but it’s not perfect. You will get a
much better result if the text on the pages you are scanning is
sharp and clear, and is not set in peculiar fonts (script, for
example). The software will also have more difficulty interpreting
manuscripts that are set with multiple columns or that contain a
lot of tab settings. It is also very important to follow the software’s
guidelines for scanning resolution. However, even in the best of
circumstances you will have to scrutinize the resulting file very
carefully to find some subtle “wordos” and other errors. In many
cases, a single letter or character is consistently mis-read, for
example, “our” becomes “out” or “can’t” becomes “can1t”. Luckily,
you can use OCR’s consistency to your advantage. As you identify
mistakes, you can use Word’s “Find/Replace” tool to locate other
instances of these same mistakes.
Although OCR software is powerful, don’t count on it to retain
any of the formatting of the original manuscript, such as bold or
22

A discussion of scanning and scanner resolution is included in the “Design tasks” chapter.

23

A discussion of file size is included in the “Design tasks” chapter.
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italic fonts or varying type sizes. Once you have the text file, I
recommend that you select it all (by pressing “Control+a”) and set
it to one consistent style (perhaps Normal). You can then go
about setting the proper heading and text levels so that you can
24
apply the appropriate styles. This would also be the process you
would use if you are starting with a manuscript that was created on
another computer system, that is, start with a text file, assign a
consistent style in Word, and then begin formatting.
Here are some other typical OCR errors to look out for:
• Extras – OCR often inserts extra tabs, spaces, paragraph marks,
or even dashes.
• Character substitution – OCR often cannot discern characters
that look alike. For example, an apostrophe often becomes a
lower case “l”, the numeral “1” may become a capital “I” or a
lower case “l”, a lower case “q” may become a “g”, and a lower
case “a” may become a “d”. These substitutions will depend on
the design of the type (or typefaces) used in the original. These
substitutions will be more likely if the original manuscript is in
poor condition or contains broken or distorted text.
• Page numbers/headers/footers – If your manuscript contains
page numbers, headers, or footers, chances are that the software
will not recognize them. As a result, you will find page numbers
inserted at regular intervals in the resulting file. Since you will
be repaginating the text, these page numbers are now worthless
and you will have to remove them from your document.
• Dropped spaces – You will occasionally find merged words
because the OCR software did not recognize the space between
them.

24

The “Design tasks” chapter includes additional information on Microsoft Word styles.
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You will catch many of these errors with a global spell and
grammar check, but you will also need to read the resulting file
very closely.

Is it worth it?
Although OCR can be a great tool, you still need to consider
whether using it is to your advantage. If you have a long
manuscript and you do not have access to a scanner with an
automatic document feeder, you will end up spending a lot of time
placing documents on your scanner’s glass and pressing the scan
button. In addition, you will have to allocate some time to
cleaning up the resulting file after the OCR process. Realistically,
you may be better off retyping the manuscript (or paying someone
else to do it if you are not a fast typist). However, whether you use
OCR or retype the manuscript, you will still need to pay close
attention to any mistakes that might have crept into the
document during the conversion process.
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Design tasks
The previous chapter covered the process of manipulating the
content of the book. Now let’s switch gears for a discussion of how
that content is going to look.
I’d like to pause a minute to point out that the process of going
from author to editor to typesetter to designer to printer does not
have to be a perfectly linear process. In fact, many times these
roles get all mixed up and tasks are done out of order. For example,
you might have a graphic artist design the book and provide you
with a template to use while writing. That way, you could live
with the design for a while and decide whether it suits you. Some
tasks have to be done prior to others, but what is particularly
interesting about wearing multiple hats is that you find out how
important it is for each of the participants to work together and
make each other’s job easier.

Choosing a size for your book
One of the most critical decisions, one that will impact virtually
everyone else’s job, is the size of your book. You need to decide on
a size before you can make design decisions regarding type size and
column width. It also must be done before you begin scanning any
photographs or sizing tables. Your size decision will determine the
amount of space the book takes up on the shelf and the envelope
you’ll need to fit it in for mailing. It will also have implications for
the book’s binding method and the cover.
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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For the sake of simplicity, I strongly recommend that you choose a
size based on a standard 8½” x 11” sheet. Use of this standard size
will simplify production and keep the overall cost of the job down.
The 8½” x 11” size is also well suited to digital printing devices
that will print cost-effective short print runs (as opposed to offset
printing presses that are the traditional method for printing many
copies of books). If you have your heart set on an unusual size, go
ahead and see what kind of price your print shop offers you. Print
shops can do many things for you, but they are most effective (and
they will give you the best price) when you ask them to do things
that are easy for them.
It is possible to create books or booklets using common paper sizes
other than 8½” x 11”. (For example, 11” x 17” and 8½” x 14”
sheets are commonly available in digital print and copy shops.) It
is also possible to create books and booklets made from folded 8½”
x 11” sheets (or even folded 11” x 17” or 8½” x 14” sheets). You
can take advantage of these sheets to produce books and booklets
in a variety of sizes. You can even use Microsoft Word to create a
page of just about any size. It’s just that when you move away from
an 8½” x 11” page, things get a lot more complex.
For example, half of an 8½” x 14” sheet is 8½” x 7”, which is very
close to a typical 9”-high by 7”-wide paperback. You could create
an 8½” x 7” layout in Word, but your print shop would have to
have the expertise (and software) to print your 8½” x 7” layout
twice side-by-side on an 8½” x 14” sheet. This so-called 2-up
layout would then be printed in proper page order and trimmed
down the middle into two 7” x 8½” unbound book blocks. With
the right software this isn’t hard to do, but you can’t assume that
any print shop will be able to do it. And it’s not as simple as
printing out an 8½” x 11” book and binding it.
If you do choose to use a size other than 8½” x 11”, be sure to
consult with your print shop very early in the process. You need to
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be sure that these decisions about the format of your book do not
create production problems for the print shop.

Fonts and typefaces
A font is a computer file that determines how letters are rendered
on your computer screen or printer. The terms “font” and
“typeface” have a similar, but not identical meaning. A font is the
source of a printed (or viewed) letter shape. A typeface, on the
other hand, is the printed (or viewed) result of a font. For
example, if you had a rubber stamp with the letter “A” on it the
rubber stamp would be the font, and the printed result would be
the typeface. With a computer, the font is the actual source
computer file with the information on the shape of each letter.
If you use Microsoft’s Windows operating system on your
computer, chances are that you are using “TrueType” fonts. Later
on in the “Production tasks” chapter you will read about another
kind of font called a PostScript font. You can use either type, but
for reasons that will become clearer later, I recommend that you
find and install some PostScript fonts on your machine. If you
attend printing trade shows, you may be able to get a free CD from
Adobe Systems (one provider of PostScript fonts) that includes
some PostScript fonts. You can also purchase from Adobe a
collection called Type Basics, which includes sixty-five PostScript
fonts for $65. Look for additional information on Adobe’s web
site: http://www.adobe.com
An Adobe font utility called Adobe Type Manager (ATM) is
another useful tool that helps you install the fonts on your
computer.
You really don’t need very many fonts to do a book. In general, a
sans-serif font for the headings and a good readable serif font for
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25

the text will do. I have used Adobe’s Garamond previously
because it is easy to read and I like the way it looks. This book’s
text is set in Goudy. The headings are Adobe’s Myriad Roman.
Both typefaces come with the full suite of fonts, including roman,
italic, bold, and bold italic. (This avoids any computer-generated
imitations of the italic or bold variations.)
Figure 8 – A serif typeface (left) next to a sans-serif typeface (right)

Intelligent selection of fonts can make your words look good in
print. Poorly chosen fonts can make your book unreadable. We’ll
discuss fonts in greater detail in the “Production tasks” chapter.

Working with Word templates
Once you have determined a size for your book, then you need to
find, adjust, or create a Microsoft Word template that is
appropriate for your document. A Word template contains the
instructions for the fonts, spacing, and other parameters used to
format the document.
I’m going to assume that you have installed the required fonts.
However, you should go through the exercise in this chapter even
if you haven’t. You can always go back and change your fonts
later.
Books generally have a few key design elements. Microsoft Word
provides you with the ability to create a template that includes

25

If you have never heard of serif and sans-serif fonts, then compare the type in the headings and text of
this book. The chapter headings are sans-serif. The text is serif. The strokes of the serif text are more
elaborate and finish with fine lines and small embellishments. The strokes of the sans-serif chapter
headings are not adorned with any extra embellishments.
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styles that will make it easy for you to format your book. In this
section, I’ll show you how to create a set of styles for your book.
These styles will cover:
• Headings and subheads
• Body text
• Headers and footers
• Tables of contents and indexes
• Title page elements
• Other elements like notes or tables
To start, open a new document in Word. Whenever you open a
new document in Word, Word will ask you which template you
want to use. Choose “Blank Document” under the “General” tab.
This will open a new document based on the “General” template.

Setting the page size and margins
To set the page size and margins, go to the “Page Setup” selection
under the “File” menu. This will display four tabs:
• Margins – This tab allows you to set the margins between the
edge of the page and the text block. It also allows you to
position the header and footer. The default margins (1” on the
top and bottom and 1.25” on both sides) give your page plenty
of breathing space. If you click the “Mirror margins” box, Word
will show you two facing pages and allow you to make
adjustments on them. I recommend that you stick to the simple
one-page view. The default positioning for the headers and
footers (½” from the top and bottom) is also good. Any of these
figures can be adjusted if you wish to gain more space for text or
increase the margins.
• Paper Size – The default paper size is a portrait letter page (i.e.,
8½” x 11”). Leave this as is unless you want to use another
paper size.
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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• Paper Source – This tab refers to the printer’s paper tray and
does not need to be altered.
• Layout – Among other things, this tab allows you to set
whether your headers and footers are different for right- and
left-hand pages. Most books have different right- and left-hand
headers/footers, so check this box. You can also set a different
header/footer for the first page of a section, and you may wish to
do this if you don’t want a header/footer to appear on the title
page. Unfortunately, Word has a number of quirky features and
setting a different header/footer for the first page of a section is
one of them. I have found that the header/footer of the first
page is sometimes corrupted for some unknown reason when
the table of contents or index is updated. You should pay close
attention to these headers, particularly if you try to include
graphics within the header. If you want a more secure
workaround for eliminating the header/footer from certain
pages, you can cover a header/footer with an opaque white text
or graphic box. (This is the electronic version of “white-out”.)
Just be sure that you do this late in the process because if you
add extra pages, you will find that your blank header/footer will
remain on its original page even though the page you really
wanted it to be on has moved elsewhere in the document.

Creating a header and footer
You laid the groundwork for your headers and footers when you set
different right- and left-hand pages under “Page Setup”, now you
need to create them. Go to “Header and Footer” under the “View”
menu. This brings up a floating menu and allows you to add text
to the header and footer text blocks. The menu has some useful
tools that you will need to understand. Three buttons at the far
right of the menu allow you to maneuver between the header and
footer as well as between the right- and left-hand pages. The
button that looks like an open book brings up the Page Layout tab
from Page Setup in case you need to make any adjustments there.
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There are also several buttons that allow you to insert information
like the date, time, page number, and number of pages. You may
wish to include the date and time in a header for the purpose of
identifying when a given draft was done, but you’ll want to remove
this from the final version. The “number of pages” button is useful
if you want to note that this is “page 3 of 100” but unfortunately
this is another one of the quirky features of Word, and I would
avoid doing this if I were you. Too often this number is not correct
when you reopen a document. (For example, the header or footer
may appear as “page 3 of 2”.)
Figure 9 – Header and footer floating menu

For this book, I created fairly simplistic headers and footers. (Have
a look!) For the headers, I have simply centered the book title
over a thin rule. To do this, insert your cursor within the header,
hit a tab (which brings it to a pre-set centered tab), and type the
book title. For the footers, I have inserted a page number at the
26
outside edge of the page and a brief copyright line with the year
and my name. For the left-hand page, type the word “Page” and
then space. Next press the “Insert Page Number” button. (It’s the
one with the number sign inside.) Then hit two tabs and type
27
whatever name and copyright information you desire. For the
right-hand page, type the name and copyright information first,

26

Open any book so that you can view two pages side-by-side. Of course, the left-hand page, also called a
verso, is on the left, and the right-hand page, also called a recto, is on the right. Readers generally look for
the page numbers toward the outside edge of the page (i.e., away from the gutter at the center of the open
book). The page number can either be in the header or the footer. Sometimes the page numbers are
centered in the header or footer, but more frequently they are to the outside, so you have to place them
differently for a right-hand and left-hand page. (If a designer really wants to confuse the reader, he/she puts
the page number somewhere outside of these generally accepted areas.)

27

If you are using the “Auto Correct” feature and type an open paren, a lower case “c”, and a close paren, it
will convert those characters automatically to a copyright symbol.
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then tab twice, and then put in the “Page” and insert the
automatic page number. I will describe how to set the style for
headers and footers below. This will also include a discussion of
how to make a rule above or below.

About styles in Word
The Microsoft Word template that you opened (“General”)
already has some existing styles. You need to adjust these to reflect
the styles that are appropriate for a book. Once you do this,
everything to which you apply that style will be formatted in the
appropriate way.
Be sure that you are in “Page Layout” mode (under “View”), then
insert your cursor near some text. To the upper left side of your
screen, you should see three white rectangles (see below). The first
contains the name of the style, the second contains the name of
28
the font, and the third contains the size of the font. All three
boxes have pull-down arrows that allow you to change the
settings. Choose the pull-down arrow by the “Style” box at the far
left. You should see a pull-down menu of style selections including
Heading 1, Heading 2, and Normal, etc. Choose “Normal”.
Figure 10 – Style, Font, and Font Size boxes

We will now change the Normal style so that it is suitable as the
body text of your book. Under “Format” select “Style”. This brings
up a menu that shows you a brief description of the style along
with a visual preview. You may also select a new style at this point
from a list at the left.

28

If you select a large amount of text, you may notice that one or more of these boxes is blank. For
example, the font size will be blank if the text you have selected contains two or more sizes.
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Figure 11 – The Style menu

For the moment, let’s stick with the Normal style. Choose the
“Modify” button. This brings up another menu with a variety of
choices. The most important selection is called “Format”, which
allows you to change settings like Font, Paragraph, Tabs, Border,
Language, Frame, and Numbering. You will spend most of your
time in the Font and Paragraph areas. However there are a few
points worth mentioning here before we move on:
• Style for the following paragraph – A selection in the upper
right hand corner allows you to select the style for the following
paragraph. In other words, if I am typing a paragraph with the
Normal style and then hit “Enter”, it will apply the specified
style to the following paragraph. In this case, the following
paragraph should be Normal, because you generally do want to
type multiple text paragraphs in a row, and Normal is the Style
we’re using for text. With headers, you generally want the
following paragraph style to be Normal too, because text
follows all headers. This makes it easier for you while you are
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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writing because the most appropriate styles are applied
automatically.
• Add to template – A check box allows you to add the
corrections to your template. You do not need to check this for
now. Later, we will save the completed template for future use.
If you make subsequent changes to styles later on, you may wish
29
to add them to your template.
• Automatically update – If checked, this feature will
automatically make corrections to styles as you update them in
your document. You should also leave this unchecked because
it has the potential to cause a ripple of drastic changes
automatically through your document. For example, if you
change the size of some Normal text and the “Automatically
update” box is checked, Word will change all the Normal
paragraphs to that size.
• Shortcut key – You can create shortcuts for your styles so that
you can apply style changes with a keystroke (rather than a
click of the mouse). Honestly, setting styles with the mouse is
not that hard, so I don’t think that much is gained by this. If
you choose to use this, you need to reassign certain keys on your
keyboard to be a shortcut key. The most appropriate choices are
from the numeric keypad.
The next selection on the Modify Style menu is “Format”. If you
press the format button, you get the following choices: Font,
Paragraph, Tabs, Border, Language, Frame, and Numbering. We’ll
discuss each individually:
• Font – The “Font” selection brings up a menu with three tabs:
Font, Character Spacing, and Animation. The Font tab gives
you the ability to change the font, its style (italic, bold, bold
italic), and its size. You can also change color, add an
29

This is really only important if you intend to do multiple books with the same style.
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underline, or apply some special effects. (Don’t be tempted to
use the underline or the special effects. If you want to add
emphasis, you should do so through the judicious use of fonts
rather than through these high-tech tricks.) There is also a
preview screen that shows you the impact of your selections. It
will also report additional information about the font, for
example, whether it’s a TrueType, scaleable printer font (i.e., a
PostScript font), or even whether it’s installed on your machine
at all. (If you use a template with a style that includes a font
that is not installed on your system, Word will substitute “the
closest available” font.) One last word of warning: Be careful
how you use the “Font Style” setting. In general, it should be
set to “Regular” and not to “Bold”, “Italic”, or “Bold Italic”. You
should then choose the appropriate font in the “Font” setting. If
you want to choose a bold font, then find a bold font, rather
than setting the style as “Bold”. For example, I have often used
an Adobe family of fonts called Garamond. This included both
a regular and bold version. When I needed bold, I simply chose
the bold version. In some cases, you will find writers who assign
the “Bold” setting to an already bold font. This makes the font
look bloated and unattractive.
• Paragraph – The “Paragraph” selection gives you control over
characteristics like indentation, spacing, and selected line or
page breaks. The menu includes two tabs: “Indents and
Spacing”, and “Line and Page Breaks”. Under “Indents and
Spacing”, you can define the characteristics that determine how
the paragraph aligns (left, center, right, and justified) as well as
the spacing above and below it. You can set an indent for the
entire paragraph, or just for the first line. You can set the line
spacing if you want, but generally you should leave it set at
single spacing. You can set the outline level, which is important
because it allows you to include the style in a table of contents
if you desire. There is also a link to the Tabs menu, should you
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wish to associate any tab settings with your styles. In addition, a
preview screen shows you the impact of your decisions. Under
“Line and Page Breaks”, your choices include “Widow/orphan
control”, “Keep lines together”, “Keep with next”, “Page break
before”, “Suppress line numbers”, and “Don’t hyphenate”. You
will see how these choices come in handy as we assign the styles
for a typical book. For example, you will use “Keep with next”
to assure that a heading is not separated from the text that
follows it.
• Tabs – This is a small menu that allows you to set tabs for a
given style. In general, you will set indents rather than tabs for
most book styles, but you may find this feature useful if you use
colons within a heading style and you want the position of the
following text to fall in a consistent location. For example, with
“Chapter 4: Accounting”, an appropriately set tab following the
colon would assure that the word “Accounting” falls in a
consistent location relative to other chapter headings.
• Border – “Border” is a powerful menu that allows you to format
the rules, boxes, and fills surrounding a block of text. I
recommend that you use only a small piece of its capability,
that is, the ability to draw rules above and/or below a heading
or text block. To do this, choose the Borders tab and select the
Box setting, the solid line style, the color black, and the half
point width. At that point you should see a full black box
surrounding the text in the preview. Then, by either clicking
directly on the side of the box that you want to remove, or by
using the buttons to the side, you can set the line to fall above
or below the text. The “Options” button allows you to set the
distance from the line to the text. This feature comes in handy
for page headers and footers, as well as headings within your
book. These lines will continue the full length of the text
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30

block. The Border menu also gives you the ability to create
sophisticated headings that drop white type out of a black
background, but you should leave that kind of design work to
the professionals unless you have some experience with graphic
design.
• Language – This feature allows you to set the language used for
spell and grammar checking. This is not generally something
that you would change from one style to another in your
document, but there are some useful aspects. For example, if
you are using Word’s U.S. English dictionary, the spelling and
grammar checker will have a hard time with text in foreign
languages. You may choose to assign these sections a style that
uses the appropriate dictionary. Or, you may choose to mark
these “(no proofing)” so that they are ignored by the spell and
grammar checker. This can be useful for direct quotes, which
may intentionally include misspellings or improper usage. In
addition, there is something particularly absurd about applying
Word’s spelling and grammar check to the work of famous
authors who you may have quoted in your book. However, be
very careful with the “no proofing” feature, because you don’t
want to accidentally turn off the proofing for other sections of
your document. You may then assume (incorrectly) that they
have been checked and passed by the spelling and grammar
checker.
• Frame – “Frame” allows you to adjust the way that text flows
around a graphic box. In general, I think that it is best not to
have text flow around a graphic on all sides.
• Numbering – This selection brings up a “Bullets and
Numbering” menu with three tabs that allow you to set the
style for bulleted or numbered items. If you have very
30

There may be a way to make them continue only for the length of the word, but if there is, I haven’t
been able to find it.
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sophisticated bulleting or outlining requirements, you may find
this useful. In general, I have created a single bullet style and
have used that whenever necessary.

Setting styles
The menus described above are ones that you will visit frequently.
To show you how to use them, let’s create some styles that are
appropriate for a typical non-fiction book. If you are writing
fiction, you will probably need even fewer styles.
For any of these style changes, start a new line by hitting “Enter”
(i.e., a carriage return) and set the style to the style setting that
you want to adjust. (Remember that you set the style by selecting
the Style box toward the upper left hand corner of your screen.) In
the following sections, I will describe how to adjust existing Word
styles so that they are suitable for a book.

Headers and Footers
Let’s start with the style for the headers and footers. To get to the
headers and footers, choose “Headers and Footers” under the
“View” menu. This should bring you to your first header. You will
see that the Style window to the far left contains the style
“Header”. Now choose “Style” under the “Format” menu. This will
bring up the style parameters for “Header”. Press the “Modify”
button to bring up the “Modify Style” Window. Then press the
“Format” button and change the parameters that you wish. For
example, you may wish to change the font size or add a rule under
the header. Once your changes are complete, press “Okay”. You
will need to press “Okay” again to leave the “Modify Styles” menu.
Then press “Apply” to apply your changes. If you don’t like what
you see you can always undo the changes.
Once you have accepted the changes to the Header style, you can
move on to the Footer and apply changes in the same fashion. In
general, the header should be somewhat smaller than the body
text so that it does not attract undo attention away from the most
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essential part of the book. I used the same font as the chapter
heading, but made it smaller (ten points instead of fourteen
points). I added a half point rule under the header and above the
footer. I used the pre-set tabs to center the title in the header and
to set the page number and copyright line in the appropriate
places in the footer.
Figure 12 – Modify Style menu

The body text
The text of a book should be easy to read. Therefore you should
make it large enough and also select a font that is intended as a
31
text font. Times New Roman is an example of a TrueType font
that is a very legible serif font that is often used for text. Designers
tend to avoid Times New Roman because it is overused, but it is a
safe choice for body text. In any case, you should select a serif font

31

Some fonts are created specifically for headlines and are not easy to read when they are reproduced in
small sizes or with many words. Other fonts are intended for special purposes, like script fonts, and are not
suitable for long blocks of text.
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for your body text and set it no smaller than 12 or 14 points for
good legibility.
Start with the Word style called “Normal” and adapt it as you
wish. I chose a PostScript font called Goudy and set the size at 16
points. The paragraph is single spaced and set flush left. I added no
space before and 6 points after. I set the outline level to “Body
text”. I turned on Widow/orphan control, which assures that a
single line (either the first or the last) from a paragraph is never
32
stranded at the beginning or the end of a page.
I recommend that you either set your body text to flush left (like
this book) or justified (where the text is stretched out so that the
column edge is straight at both the right and the left). Except for
poetry, which might be centered or perhaps flush right, I can’t
think of any book that is not well served by the flush left or
justified settings. However, justified text may not look good if you
set your column too narrow or if there are only a few words in each
sentence. With few words in a narrow column, the spaces between
the words are often expanded to justify the text. For good
readability, set your column width and font size so that a line does
33
not contain more than fifteen or sixteen words.

Chapter title, headings, and subheadings
For the chapter title, I chose the style called “Heading 1” and
adapted it so that each chapter would start on a new page with a
large amount of space above the chapter title. To do this, modify
“Heading 1” using the appropriate Format tools to increase the

32

It looks odd if a single line that is part of a paragraph stands by itself. To prevent this, Word pushes the
line to the next page or brings a second line to accompany it so that there are never fewer than two lines
standing alone.

33

In the same way that you should limit the number of words in a line, you can also improve readability by
limiting the length of paragraphs. There is no automated way to handle this, but as you write you should
try to keep paragraphs from becoming excessively long. In general, paragraphs that exceed a dozen or so
lines are visually boring. Breaking up long paragraphs into smaller pieces will make your book easier to
read.
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“Space before” to 100 points. (Here is how you get there: Format
to Style to Modify to Format to Paragraph.) This is also where you
can check the “Page break before” box. This feature is under the
“Line and Page Breaks” tab.
Figure 13 – Paragraph menu

I chose a sans-serif PostScript font called Myriad Roman. I set it to
“Bold” under Font Style. (I was able to do this because I have the
whole font family and I knew that Word would select the proper
font rather than artificially creating a computer-generated bold
version.) I set it to 24 points and assigned it as a “Level 1” heading
so that it would be at the top level when I created the table of
contents.
By this point, you can begin to see the relationship between the
body text you selected and the chapter heading. You should
choose sizes that complement each other, and yet provide
significant contrast for the other elements in your book. Book
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designers typically choose a serif font for the text and a bolder
sans-serif font for the top-level headings. Look at some of your
favorite books to see how the various elements were handled.
Adjusting the headings and subheadings should be a pretty easy
task for you now that you are familiar with Word’s style features. I
will describe how you might choose to format your major chapter
headings as well as two levels of sub-headings.
The trick when you have numerous heads and subheads is to build
a visual hierarchy that shows the relative importance of the
headings. This hierarchy must be constructed between the boldest
top level header and the body text. No header can appear less
important than the body text. When you chose your chapter title
and body text, in effect you were setting the two ends of the
spectrum. For this book that meant that I had to make my
headings and subheadings smaller or less bold than 24-point
Myriad Roman Bold, but stronger than 16-point Goudy.
Table 1 – The styles used in this book
Function

Style name

Font

Size

Style

Indent

Position

Other

Chapter
title

Heading 1

Myriad
Roman

36 pt.

Bold

None

Centered

120 points
before, 20
pt. after

Heading

Heading 2

Myriad
Roman

18 pt.

Bold

None

Flush left

12 points
before, 3
pt. after,
keep with
next

Subhead 1

Heading 3

Myriad
Roman

18 pt.

Italic

0.2”
(left)

Flush left

6 points
before
(otherwise
based on
Heading 2)

Subhead 2

Heading 4

Goudy

18 pt.

Roman

0.4”
(left)

Flush left

(otherwise
based on
Heading 3)

Text

Normal

Goudy

16 pt.

Roman

None

Flush left

6 pt. after
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The table on the previous page shows how I balanced size, style
(bold, italic, and roman), spacing, and indents to build this
hierarchy. I changed only two or three key elements from one
heading to the next. By the last heading I am not even using a
sans-serif font anymore. I have chosen a slightly larger version of
the body text font.
You can see from the table below how I balanced size, style (bold,
italic, and roman), spacing, and indents to build this hierarchy. I
changed only two or three key elements from one heading to the
next. By the last heading I am not even using a sans-serif font
anymore. I have chosen a slightly larger version of the body text
font.
The more heading levels you require, the harder the task becomes
for the designer. It’s also confusing for the reader, so you should try
to limit the number of headings as much as possible.
Once you have had a chance to see how your selections work in
practice, you may decide to change fonts, add or subtract space, or
fine tune your styles in some other fashion. This is exactly the
process that a book designer would use. No one, not even an
experienced designer, is able to make design decisions without
reviewing the impact of those decisions on appearance, legibility,
and readability.

Footnotes, captions, tables, and other elements
Microsoft Word has some tremendous automated features for
creating footnotes and captions, as well as for creating tables.
• Footnotes – Creating a footnote is simple. Just place your cursor
where you want the reference number or symbol to appear and
then select “Footnote” from the “Insert” menu. Word then
opens a window where you can type in the footnote. If you
choose to have numbers, Word will automatically sequentially
number the footnotes and place them at the bottom of the
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relevant page. You can double-click on the footnote number if
you ever want to edit the footnote text.
• Captions – The “Caption” command also appears under the
“Insert” menu. You can use this to sequentially number
captions automatically.
• Tables – Making tables in Word takes a little bit of practice,
but it is a very useful feature. This is particularly true if you
want to insert information from a spreadsheet program like
Microsoft Excel. You will want to use this feature for text that is
tabular in nature and contains multiple columns. (See Table 1
in this chapter as an example.) If you find yourself typing
multiple tabs to get text to align, or, if you are spending too
much time trying to adjust tabs on the ruler bar, then you
should take the time to learn more about Word’s Table feature.
In the case of captions, footnotes, indices, and table of contents
entries, there are styles associated with each of these. You may
choose to have these based on your “Normal” text style, or you
may want to differentiate them through the use of a different font.
All of this is made possible by the use of styles in Word. Keep in
mind that your table of contents and index may have multiple
levels, and therefore multiple styles. These are often distinguished
through the use of indentation.
There are a few types of pages that appear in many books,
including the title page, copyright page, dedication page, and
colophon. You may wish to handle the headings and spacing for
these sections somewhat differently from other portions of your
book. Since these pages appear only once in a book, you may not
feel the need to create a separate style for them. However, it is
generally best to do so, because you can then rest assured that you
will not change them inadvertently if you adjust the style on
which they are based.
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Word’s Professional Report template
If you would prefer to work from an existing Word template, there
is one called “PROFREPO” (i.e., professional report) under
“Reports” that will work well as a book format. This template was
not installed on my computer, so I had to go back to my program
CD and find it and copy it onto my computer in the “Templates”
folder in the “Msoffice” folder. If you make a new folder in the
“Templates” folder, that name will appear as a tab selection the
next time you open a new Word file and select a template. When
you open a document with the PROFREPO template, it includes
some basic notes on how to use the template.
Figure 14 – The new document Template menu

If you create a document that you would like to use as a template
for future documents, then save the document as a “Document
Template” in the “Msoffice” folder. (Word identifies template files
with the .dot file extension.) Word will then present this as an
option the next time you open a new file. I created a “Books”
folder for the templates I have created. The files that I use as
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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templates include examples of the key headings and text styles
along with a brief explanation of the use of the template.

Size-dependent elements
Word’s templates and styles are very flexible, and allow you to
make global adjustments to your book very easily. If you decide
later to use a different size for your book, and have used Word’s
templates and styles, it will be much easier to adjust your design to
the new format. However there are a few common book elements
that are dependent on size:
• Tables – The “Table” feature in Word allows you to create
handsome tables, but the table needs to fit the page. If you
change the book’s size, the width of the text block, or the size of
the type, you will have to re-work your tables.
• Scanned images or clip art – The printed quality of scanned
images and clip art depends on the size at which they are
reproduced. If you move your book to a larger size and wish to
enlarge your images, these elements will have to be adjusted
accordingly. If you move to a smaller size, you will probably
34
want to make the resolution appropriate for the chosen size.
If you change the size of your book, you will have some significant
work to do in the areas described above, so it’s important to make
a size decision and stick with it. However, if your book is text only,
without tables, scans, or illustrations, then it is much easier to
adjust to changes in size.

Manual page and line breaks
Manual page and line breaks are a handy tool for formatting pages
and paragraphs in the way that you desire. When you insert a
manual page break, it sends the subsequent text to the next page.

34

The issue of scan resolution is discussed in detail in the “Art Tasks” chapter.
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When you insert a manual line break, it creates a new line (but
without starting a new paragraph).
To insert a manual page break, choose “Insert” from the main
menu and then “Break”. A menu appears giving you a choice of
“Page break” or “Column break”. Unless you have a multiple
column document, you should choose “Page break”. You also are
given the option of inserting some breaks, including “Next page”,
“Continuous”, “Even page”, and “Odd page”. I have usually
avoided section breaks, because when you create a new section,
Word will sometimes restart the page numbering at 1. And though
it is possible to adjust the page numbers for each section so that
the numbering is continuous, I think it is best to avoid adding
unneeded extra sections.
To insert a manual line break, press “Shift+Enter”. You might
choose to use a manual line break because it moves the text to the
next line without adding any space before or after the paragraph.
(Starting a new paragraph by hitting “Enter” could add extra
space, depending on the parameters of the style.) When you
“Show” all non-printing characters, a manual page break appears
at the end of a line as a small arrow.
Figure 15 – Paragraph mark (

) and manual line break (

)

In general, it is best to avoid inserting manual line and page breaks
into a document until very late in the formatting process because
changes elsewhere in the document may render them totally
useless. However, once you have completed the bulk of your
writing and editing, you may find the need to add page or line
breaks to make document work out the way that you want. For
example, I have inserted manual (so-called “hard”) page breaks for
a couple of reasons:
• To get chapters to start on a right-hand page – As described
earlier, it is possible to set a Word style so that it makes each
chapter start on a new page. However, I haven’t been able to
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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figure out an automatic way to create a style so that all chapters
start on a right-hand page. Therefore I manually added page
breaks late in the process so that all the chapters started on
right-hand pages. This ends up inserting blank pages, but I
preferred that to having chapters start on left-hand pages. An
easy way to check if the chapters are starting on right-hand
pages is to look at the table of contents. If the chapter page
numbers are all odd, then the chapters are all starting on right35
hand pages.
• To break material at a logical place – In some cases it just made
sense to move a paragraph to the following page.
• To fit an illustration in an appropriate place – Large
illustrations can be difficult to place if you want them to be
close to the text describing them. You may have to insert hard
page breaks to accomplish this.
You may need a manual line break when you want to move a
single line to the next page or push a word down to the next line.
For example, in “The Writing 69th”, the words “B-17” and “B-24”
appeared frequently. In many cases, the “B-“ would be left alone at
the end of one line with the 17 or 24 beginning the next line.
This looked odd so I used a manual line break to move the “B-“
36
down to the next line.
I am generally against putting such hard breaks into a document,
but I couldn’t figure out a way to automate the process in certain
cases. Placing hard breaks in a document can cause significant
problems if you change formatting (like font size or column
width). When that happens, you’ll find manual line breaks
breaking sentences halfway across the column, or manual page
35

This assumes that your book is duplex. If you are printing only on one side of the paper (i.e., simplex),
then all of the pages with text will be right-hand pages.

36

There is a way to do this automatically in Word using so-called “non-breaking hyphens”, but I could not
get them to work consistently.
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breaks creating nearly blank pages. If this should happen, you can
use Word’s Find/Replace feature to search for manual breaks.
Word’s Show/Hide feature will also help you identify these
“invisible” non-printing characters like spaces and paragraph
37
marks, but also manual line and page breaks.
If you find yourself inserting a lot of paragraph marks to move text
to the next page, you should use a manual page break instead.

Ways to avoid manual formatting
Any time you see yourself doing a lot manual formatting, stop for a
minute and think whether a Style change or the Find/Replace
feature could make your task easier. Overall, be sure to avoid the
following errors:
• Forgetting to use outline heading levels – Maybe you don’t like
the outlining feature in Word and therefore choose not to use it
while you are writing. That’s a bad move. Keep in mind that
the outlines are not only useful in writing, but they are also
extremely useful to the designer. When you use outlining you
are building a sensible framework that will be particularly useful
for formatting the book and creating the table of contents. In
addition, learning how to use Word’s Outline mode will come
in handy when you want to understand how documents are
formatted for display on the Internet. Web pages use a very
similar type of hierarchical structure for displaying information.
• Manually assigning bold, italic or underlining – Don’t assign
bold, italic, or underlining using the menu buttons. If you
manually assign bold, italic or underlining, you aren’t taking
advantage of the Style feature of Word. It is much better to
update the appropriate Word style when you want to change a

37

You can Show or Hide these invisible characters by pressing the Show/Hide button on the menu bar.
You can also access this feature under the “Tools” menu by selecting “Options” and the “View” tab. Under
“Non-printing characters, select “All”.
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font. This gives you much greater flexibility to change it
automatically later. Now, you might not care about this if you
were the author, but since you are taking the roles of author
and designer, you should know that the designer will find
38
his/her work much easier if you do this.
• Correcting spacing by adding spaces instead of setting tabs –
When you make a table and use spaces instead of tabs to make
the words line up, you are setting yourself up for problems later
on. The width of a space changes depending on the font you
use and its size. If you change the font (or the size) you will
have to adjust everything manually to get it to line up again. If
you set tabs, the spacing will be consistent even if the font
changes. You can even set tabs as part of a style that can be
updated as needed. So definitely use Word’s Table feature, or,
make appropriate use of tabs instead of spaces.

Word’s Format Painter tool
Microsoft Word has a convenient tool for applying formats (and
styles) to text blocks. The Format Painter tool appears as a
paintbrush icon on the menu bar. To use Format Painter, select
the text that has the formatting you want to copy and select the
Format Painter icon with your mouse. Then select the text where
you want to apply the formatting. You can apply the selected
formatting to several locations, by double-clicking Format Painter.
Click the button again when you’re finished.

38

Here an exception to that rule: You might like to create a bullet in which the initial word or words are
bold, but the rest of the text is roman. There may be a way within Word of creating a style that
automatically recognizes that the words preceding the dash should be bold and those following it are
roman, but I haven’t been able to figure out how to do it. If you want to do this, you must do it manually.
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Figure 16 – The Format Painter tool is the small paintbrush in the middle of
the bottom row

When Word goes bad
Microsoft Word is a great tool, but even so, there are going to be
times when it does unexpected things. For example, setting styles,
creating an index, using Search/Replace, and executing many
other normal tasks can all change your document in unintended
and potentially destructive ways.
In most cases, Word is just doing what you told it to do. For
example, you may make a small change, such as manually
adjusting the font size in a heading, and then find that the change
has been automatically applied to all of your headings. If this
happens to you, you probably checked “Automatically update” in
the “Modify styles” menu. This can be a handy tool, but in most
cases you don’t want to have this feature turned on.
In other cases, weird things happen that appear to have no
explanation. Chances are that some obscure Word feature is
causing the problem, but sometimes it will turn out that you have
discovered a software bug in Word. For example, I created a
document with different left- and right-hand page headers that
also had a first page header with an inserted graphic. Whenever I
update the index, the first page header disappears! I have to reset
the “Layout” tab under “Page Setup” and check the “Different first
page” box for “Headers and Footers”. When I do so, the first page
header reappears. I couldn’t figure out why this happens, so I just
have to remember to check the first page header every time I
update the index. When things like this occur, you’ll just have to
figure them out the best you can.
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Styles are another potential source of difficulty, particularly when
you are copying and pasting text from other documents. Text that
you copy from another document will carry with it the style name
from the previous document. If that style name matches a style
name in your document, then the style from your document will
usually be applied to it. I say “usually” because sometimes it is and
sometimes it isn’t. Frequently, the font will be assigned correctly
but the size will not. This means that you need to check the styles
of copied text very carefully to be sure that the font, size, and
other parameters have been assigned correctly to copied text. In
some cases, you will copy text that uses a style that is not one of
the ones that you are using. Here again you will need to find any
such instances and reassign an appropriate style to this text.
Whatever you do, be sure to save frequently (at least every half
hour) and also back up your work on a daily basis. That way if
something goes terribly wrong with your file and you can’t figure
out the problem, then at least you will only have lost a limited
amount of work.
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Art tasks
Many kinds of books do not require artwork. However for those
that do, one of the drawbacks of older reproduction processes is
that it is difficult and costly to add graphics to books. Two things
have dramatically changed that picture in recent years: digital clip
art and desktop scanners. Both make it much easier to add visual
content to your book.

Clip art
Clip art is an old-fashioned term that gets its name from a class of
books that were published for graphic designers. Designers would
page through the books and cut (or “clip”) out any images that
they wanted to use. They would then take the clip art and glue it
into their page layout. Today’s computer clip art is just an
electronic version of book clip art. Clip art ranges from the
amateur and unimaginative to funky collections of avant-garde
drawings. Clip art books were typically used in newspaper
advertising to give layout artists easy access to seasonal images,
borders, and space fillers. Electronic clip art is now used
extensively in business for livening up corporate presentations.
If you want to insert a clip art image in a document, go to the
“Insert” menu, choose “Picture” and then “Clip Art”. Word will
then show you a selection of clip art images that you can select
and place in your document. You may have access to additional
clip art on your Word or Office program CD-ROMs.
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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I’m not a big fan of clip art. It seems to me that it’s a one-size-fitsall solution to a very individual problem. If you do choose to use
clip art, I suggest you consider your choices carefully. Keep in
mind that everyone who gets a Windows computer gets access to
some of the same clip art as you, and some of that clip art is grossly
overused. For example, the “screen beans” that you see everywhere
(once you first notice them) are part of the standard clip art that
comes with Word.
Figure 17 – A screen bean

There are also more original ways of using clip art than simply
placing it in the document. You may take an image and use only
part of it or combine it with other images to form a new image.
You may also find non-traditional fonts that contain symbols or
drawings that you choose to use at regular sequences within your
book. For example, you might insert a dingbat (see below) to mark
the close of each chapter.
Figure 18 – A dingbat from an Adobe font called Giddyap Thangs
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Desktop scanning
A scanner is basically a conversion device. It takes a drawing or a
photograph on paper and converts it into a computer file that you
can manipulate and place into a document for printing. Desktop
scanners connect to a computer and allow you to bring scanned
images into your document with relative ease. Very capable
scanners are now available for under $300.
Figure 19 – A desktop scanner

Resolution
The resolution of a scanner describes its ability to “see” detail and
also shades of gray or color. A good desktop scanner can capture
files with up to 600 dots per inch (dpi) of detail and up to 36 bits
of tonal information.
“Dots per inch” is the term used to describe how much
information a scanner can capture in a linear inch. A 600-dpi
39
scanner can capture up to 600 data samples (i.e., dots or pixels )
in every inch. This is a lot of information, and it can translate into

39

A pixel is a contraction of the words “picture” and “element” and refers to the smallest amount of
information that a scanner can capture. A 600-dpi scanner captures 600 such pixels in a linear inch. Each
pixel may represent black or white or a variety of colors or shades of gray.
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very large files depending on the size of the original as well as the
amount of tonal information required.
“Bits” or more accurately “bits per pixel” refers to the amount of
tonal information that is captured for each data sample. A 36-bit
scanner captures 36-bits of information for each data sample.
Therefore, resolution really has two dimensions. One dimension is
known as “spatial resolution” and it describes how a scanner
captures detail. The number of dots (a.k.a. pixels) that a scanner
can capture in a given inch is a measure of its spatial resolution.
The other dimension is called “tonal resolution”. Tonal resolution
describes how a scanner captures tonal and color information. It is
measured in bits per pixel.
The maximum spatial and tonal resolution settings of a scanner
are a very important factor in judging a scanner’s quality.
However, you do not have to use the maximum values when
scanning an image. Virtually all scanners allow you to select
appropriate spatial and tonal resolution settings. The resolution
selections that you make when you scan an image will have a
direct impact on the quality and file size of the resulting scan.

Color scanning
A color scanner captures information using three channels: red,
40
green, and blue (RGB). Each of these channels can capture 12
bits of data (and three 12-bit channels equals 36 bits). The
primary colors used by a scanner are red, green, and blue. These
are the light or additive primaries (as opposed to the pigment or
subtractive primaries). Color images captured by a scanner are
therefore called RGB images. Images that are viewed on screen are
also called RGB. Images that are printed on paper are not
reproduced using RGB. Instead, printed images use the pigment or

40

Red, green, and blue are commonly referred to by the acronym RGB.
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subtractive primary colors: cyan, magenta, yellow, and black (also
known as CMYK).
If you are interested, there are many texts that describe the color
theory behind the additive and subtractive primaries. Some of
what you learn about additive primaries will surprise you, for
example, mixing red and green light produces yellow light. This is
diametrically opposed to the pigment color mixing theory you
learned in grade school. However, it’s not necessary for you to
understand color theory to use a desktop scanner. You should,
however, understand that there are two key types of color files:
• RGB – RGB is the file format used for displaying images on
screen. Television and computer monitors use red, green, and
blue phosphors to project the light that creates images on
screen.
• CMYK – CMYK is the file format used for printing images.
Cyan, magenta, yellow, and black inks or toners are used by
color printing presses and digital printers.
Computer files are in RGB format when they are captured by a
scanner, but must be converted to CMYK prior to printing.
You could work on your computer at home and print to your
desktop printer at home without ever caring about the difference
between RGB and CMYK. Why? Because your computer handles
the conversion from RGB to CMYK. It sends files to your desktop
printer that it can easily print. When you take an RGB file to a
print shop, however, it’s a different matter. At that point, the
print shop must convert the RGB file to CMYK. Most print shops
can do this, but they need to do it well for the image to print well.
It is important to understand that graphic arts professionals spend
a significant amount of time working to assure that the conversion
of an image from RGB to CMYK produces the best printed results.
It’s not easy, particularly when the scan that you printed (and
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liked) on your desktop printer, is printed on a color device that
may not handle RGB files well at all.
It is fairly common for a high-end color printer in a print shop to
mistakenly print a gray image when it is confronted with an RGB
file. In addition, it is not a simple matter for a print shop to match
the colors that you see displayed on your computer monitor or
printed on your desktop printer. I mention this only to underline
the difficulty of producing good-looking scans that will result in
good-looking printed color images. The difficulty of printing
acceptable color quality is one of the reasons why you will
probably want to work with a professional if you choose to
reproduce a color image for your cover (or for anywhere inside the
book).

Printing economics to consider when scanning
I am assuming that you will limit the use of color in your book to
the cover. You can certainly include color on the inside of your
book, but color pages are much more expensive. A print shop will
probably charge you about a nickel to print a typical black &
white page. They will charge you 50 cents to a dollar or more for a
typical color page. Is the color important enough in your
document to warrant ten to twenty times the price of a black &
white page? You also need to consider that these color pages must
be inserted at the appropriate place in the document prior to
binding. This complicates the collation and binding of the book.
In the not too distant future, the price of a color page is likely to
drop significantly. There will also be digital printing machines
capable of printing mixed black & white and color documents at a
41
reasonable price. These devices will be able to produce a
complete book block with the pages in the correct collated order.
41

Your home inkjet printer does a pretty nice job producing mixed color and black & white documents in
collated order, but desktop inkjets are slow and expensive when it comes to producing a hundred or so
books.
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However, for now you are better off economically to stick to a
black & white document with a color cover, which is not too bad,
considering that books have looked like that for years.
With a typical book, the publisher often groups the images
together as an insert that is printed on a nice glossy paper. And
while images do look better when printed on glossy paper, one of
the nice things about digital printing is that you can easily mix
photographs, illustrations, and text on the same page. A digital
printer will put down toner or ink wherever you tell it to. You
don’t have to quarantine your images away from the text of the
book.

The types of scanned images
One of the key tasks that faces you as you use a scanner is the
selection of the proper spatial and tonal resolution for images of
different types. There are three kinds of scanned images that are
important for books: line art, grayscale, and color. Each of these
types has special scanning requirements. (See table below.)
• Line art – Line art refers to line drawings or other images that
are only made up of lines or solid marks. When line art is
reproduced using a scanner, it is sometimes called “bitmapped”
artwork. This refers to the amount of information that the
scanner captures for each pixel. With bitmapped artwork, each
pixel contains one bit of information, enough to represent two
states, in this case either black or white. Bitmapped artwork
requires enough spatial resolution to reproduce smooth curves
and fine details. Since digital printers generally have 600-dpi
print resolution, a 600-dpi scan resolution is suitable for output.
If less than 600 dpi is captured in the scan, jagged edges may
become visible. If more than 600 dpi is captured, the file will be
unnecessarily large. The file will look fine, but it will take
longer to process and it will increase the overall file size of your
book.
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Figure 20 – From left to right, bitmapped art at 50, 100, 300 and 600 dotper-inch resolution. Notice the jagged appearance of the two lighthouses
on the left. At 300 dpi, the image is much smoother, but not quite as
smooth as the image on the far right. However, the 600-dpi image requires
four times as much storage space as the 300-dpi image.

• Grayscale – Grayscale images are black & white reproductions
of artwork or photographs. Unlike line art, grayscale images
contain a range of grays between white and black. To capture
this amount of tonal detail, scanners capture eight to twelve
bits of information per pixel. An “8-bit” grayscale image may
contain up to 256 different shades, including white, grays, and
black. For reproduction on digital printing devices, a grayscale
image should have approximately 150-dpi spatial resolution and
at least 8-bit tonal resolution. Somewhat more spatial
resolution may be required for very detailed images (for
example, automobile images with fine grilles), but in general
150 dpi will suffice.
• Color – Color scans capture not only detail and tonal
information, but also color information. As described above,
this is captured in three channels by the scanner, each of which
may represent 8- to 12-bits of information. Therefore, the file
size of color scans is generally three times as large as the file size
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of comparable grayscale scans. As with grayscale scans, a spatial
resolution of 150 dpi is usually sufficient.
Table 2 – Summary of scan types

Name

Computer
name

Tonal
resolution

Recommended
spatial
resolution

File size of an
uncompressed
4” x 5” image

Line art

Bitmap

1 bit

600 dpi

880 KB

Black & white
photographs or
artwork

Grayscale

8-bit to 12-bit

150 dpi

440 KB (8-bit)

Color
photographs or
artwork

Color (RGB)

24-bit to 36-bit

150 dpi

1.3 MB (24-bit)

Issues of file size
For any class of images (i.e., bitmapped, grayscale, and color), the
biggest factor determining the file size of those images is the
spatial resolution. If you have a number of images in your book,
you need to consider the spatial resolution to use when scanning.
Capturing too much information results in large files that are not
any higher in quality than their smaller counterparts. In addition,
the larger file size will make it more difficult to send the file by email to a colleague or to fit it on a diskette. It will also increase the
processing time when you print the file on your printer (or when
the print shop tries to print it for you).
As an example, a 150-dpi grayscale scan has an uncompressed file
size of about 440 kilobytes (KB). If you double the spatial
resolution to 300-dpi, the uncompressed file size increases to 1.7
megabytes (MB) or four times the size at 150 dpi. As a rule, if you
double the spatial resolution, you quadruple the file size. This also
holds true for any image type, grayscale as well as bitmapped and
color. Therefore your decisions about file size are very critical to
the overall file size of your book.
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The file sizes mentioned above do not take any compression into
account. Typically, computer file formats for images allow you to
apply some level of compression, which shrinks the file size of the
image. For example, TIFF (Tag Image File Format) and JPEG
(Joint Photographic Experts Group) are two common image file
42
formats that offer compression. Some compression methods are
extremely good at reducing the size of files. Unfortunately, useful
data is sometimes thrown away during the process of compression.
If so, the quality of the compressed image may suffer. The JPEG
format allows you to set the quality level associated with
compression. If you set it to “high”, it will maintain a high level of
quality. If you set it to “low”, it will make the file as small as
possible, however with the chance that some image quality will be
lost.
Before you begin scanning images, you should consider the
implications of file size. Estimate the number of images that you
will put in your book. Will they be bitmapped, grayscale, or even
color? Suppose that you expected to have twenty 4” x 5” grayscale
images in your document. Uncompressed, a single 4” x 5” grayscale
image would be about 440 kilobytes. Using JPEG compression
with a “high” quality level, the resulting file size would range
between 100 and 150 kilobytes, depending on the content of the
43
image. As an experiment, you should scan a typical image at the
desired size and at the recommended resolution. Then save it in a
file format that you can place in Word (JPEG works well for
grayscale and color images while TIFF is what I use for bitmapped
44
images). Identify the size of this image. Multiply it by the total
42

Under the Windows operating system, TIFF is identified by the “.tif” file extension and JPEG is
identified by the “.jpg” extension.

43

The more detail an image has, the harder it is to compress to a small file size without sacrificing some of
the detail.

44

You can check the size of a file by closing the file and opening the file folder in which it resides. Press
the “List” button to view the folder’s contents by name, date, etc. You should be able to see the file size. If
that column is not visible, increase the size of the window or reduce the size of some of the other columns.
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number of images that you expect to have in your book. These
files will be included in the Word file, so their size should be added
to the several hundred kilobyte size of the typical Word file.
For example, if you have twenty 150-kilobyte grayscale images,
this amounts to about 3,000 kilobytes of image data. If the text
portion of your book alone amounts for 300 kilobytes, this would
result in a 3,300 kilobyte file, or approximately three megabytes.
Once the file size passes one and a half megabytes, you no longer
can fit the file on a standard diskette. Once this happens (and if
you include images, it will), you need to consider other ways to get
the print-ready file to your print shop. (This issue will be discussed
in the chapter entitled “Production Tasks.”)

Resolution and size
Whether you are scanning line art, grayscale, or colored images,
there are a few things you need to consider.
For all types of images, you must pay special attention to the
following factors: spatial resolution, tonal resolution, and size.

Spatial resolution
When you scan an image, you must choose a spatial resolution
setting. If you choose too high a setting, the file size of the image
will be excessively large. If you choose too low a setting, the image
will be pixelized. For books that are to be digitally printed, you
should set the spatial resolution to about 600 dpi for bitmapped
images and 150 dpi for grayscale and color images. Be very careful
whenever you re-size an image. When you do so, you will be
changing the spatial resolution of that image. This is particularly
important to consider when you enlarge an image, because by
enlarging the size, you effectively decrease the spatial resolution.
(See discussion of size below.)
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Tonal resolution
Choosing the appropriate tonal resolution is relatively easy. Most
scanner software gives you fairly clear choices for bitmapped,
grayscale, and color images. Bitmapped images may be described as
line art, 1-bit images, or even as a black & white document.
Grayscale images are generally called photographs, but may be
described as 8- or 12-bit images. Color images are often called
color, true color, 24- or 36-bit, or RGB. It will be clear once you
45
view the image if you have made the right choice. However, the
software that came with my scanner presented one odd choice:
black & white halftone. This setting simulates grayscale images
with regular patterns of black dots. It is really a 1-bit setting and
does not reproduce photographs particularly well. You should
avoid any “halftone” settings when you scan. Halftoning is more
effective when it is applied as the image is being processed for
printing.

Size
As discussed above, your choice of an enlargement size has
important ramifications for spatial resolution. Let’s say that you
scan a 1” x 1” line art image at 600 dpi. That means that the
scanner captures 600 pixels for each linear inch. If you think of
one row of these pixels, it’s like a long line of tiny marbles (600 of
them for every linear inch). Let’s say that you take that 1” x 1”,
600-dpi bitmapped image and enlarge it to 2” x 2”. You didn’t add
any more “marbles”, so now those 600 marbles will have to cover
two inches instead of one. Each linear inch now only contains 300
marbles. Therefore, by doubling the size of the image, you halved
the spatial resolution.

45

The display properties of your computer monitor will have an important impact on the way scanned
images appear on your screen. The display properties of your monitor should be set to “High Color (16
bit)” or “True Color (32 bit)”. Otherwise grayscale or color images may display poorly.
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Figure 21 – The image on the left is a 150-dpi, 8-bit grayscale scan. The
spatial resolution is appropriate for its size. The next image was created by
enlarging the first. Its resolution is now 75 dpi. The third image is enlarged
even further and is now 37.5 dpi. The last image is 18.75 dpi.

This means that you must also consider the enlargement (or
reduction) of an image when you scan. Scanning software usually
provides you with an enlargement factor. If you set the resolution
at 600 dpi and the enlargement factor at 200%, the scanner will
double the dimensions of the original image, but maintain the
resolution at 600 dots per inch. You could achieve the same result
46
by setting the resolution to 1,200 dpi and resizing the image later
in a graphics program or in Word.
46

Scanners have a maximum resolution setting. In some cases, for example with a small image that you
want to enlarge a lot, you may find that your scanner cannot supply the combination of enlargement and
spatial resolution that you requested.
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The jagged edges of a low-resolution scan may not be very
noticeable in a Word document. This is because images are
automatically smoothed when placed in Word. Low-resolution
images that are smoothed like this have a fuzzy look to them.
Your scanner software and any other graphics software should
provide full information on the image, including number of pixels,
the image’s dimensions (in inches or some other measurement),
and the image’s resolution based on those dimensions.
Figure 22 – Resolution information from Adobe PhotoDeluxe

Adjusting scanned images
Once you have scanned an image, you could place it into Word
using the “Picture” command under the “Insert” menu. However,
there are several things that you can do to improve the quality of
an image. Many users will be familiar with three products from
47
Adobe Systems: PhotoDeluxe, Photoshop LE, and Photoshop.
PhotoDeluxe is included with many desktop scanners, so I’ll use it
as an example for the descriptions that follow.
47

Adobe’s Photoshop is a product used by professional graphic artists, but it costs more than $600 and has
many tools that you do not require. Photoshop LE is a “lite” version of Photoshop that sells for $95.
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For bitmapped artwork, the clean-up process is relatively simple.
You should crop the image to remove any areas that will not
appear in the image. (There is no sense in saving this extra space
because it only increases the file size and you can always use styles
in Word to add additional white space around your illustrations.)
Once you have trimmed the image, you should use the “eraser”
tool to clean up any wayward marks that appear in the image,
including dust specks and dirt that may have been picked up
during the scan. You should then check the size and spatial
resolution to be sure that they are at the desired settings.
For grayscale and color images, the adjustment process is a little
more complex. As with bitmapped images, you should crop the
image to include only the areas you intend to reproduce. You will
also need to confirm that the size and resolution of the image are
as you expected. However, there are two additional steps that you
should take to improve quality:
• Step 1: Use the software’s automated image improvement
feature – Virtually every graphics software program has a
function that analyses an image and applies some basic contrast
and tonal corrections. In PhotoDeluxe, this feature is called
“Instant Fix” and can be found among the “Advanced” tools
under “Quality”. Just open the image, select “Instant Fix” and it
analyses and corrects the image for you. Watch the screen while
this happens (or apply an “Undo” so that you can evaluate the
difference). You may want to experiment some with the manual
use of contrast/brightness and tonal curve corrections, but for
all practical purposes, features like “Instant Fix” do quite a good
job of improving image quality.
• Step 2: Sharpen the image – Desktop scanners are marvelous
tools, but they typically produce images that look a little fuzzy
when printed. This can be corrected easily if you have the right
software tools. All graphics programs offer sharpening tools,
some of which are more sophisticated than others. The
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sharpening tools in PhotoDeluxe are quite nice. PhotoDeluxe
allows you to set a variety of different sharpening parameters
and then preview the results of those choices. The software
tools that are provided with desktop scanners do not always
give you this kind of flexibility, nor do they make it easy to find
and apply sharpness corrections. This is surprising, given that
improving an image’s sharpness is something that you will want
to do with every grayscale and color image that you scan.

Sharpening an image
Here is how the sharpness tool works in Adobe’s Photo Deluxe.
After selecting “Advanced”, go to the “Quality” menu and select
“Sharpen”. There are four options: Sharpen, Sharpen Edges,
Sharpen More, and Unsharp Mask. The first three options provide
push-button ability to sharpen a scan. “Sharpen” applies a basic
sharpening filter to the image. “Sharpen Edges” applies the filter
only to the edges of the image. “Sharpen More” is a stronger
version of the “Sharpen” filter. These may be suitable for many of
your images, but I like the flexibility of the “Unsharp Mask”
48
feature. Unsharp Mask allows you to adjust the strength of the
sharpening through three parameters: amount, radius, and the
threshold. A preview window displays the results. Adobe
recommends the following ranges for high-resolution images:
150% to 200% (amount), 1 to 2 (radius), and 2 to 20 (threshold).
Keep in mind that sharpening is a resolution-dependent process.
The settings that work for a 150-dpi image may not be appropriate
for a 300-dpi image. In addition, it is fairly easy to oversharpen an
image. When this happens, the image looks grainy and there are
thick white or black lines around edges. You should experiment
with the sharpness tools by applying varying levels of sharpness
and printing the results on your home printer. In general, an
48

PhotoDeluxe’s sharpening capability is very similar to the sharpening feature in Adobe’s professional
graphics tool, Photoshop.
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image that looks very slightly oversharpened on screen will look
just about right when printed.
Figure 23 – Original image (left), image corrected using Instant Fix (right).
Notice how the background is much lighter in the corrected image. Note:
The images in this and the following figure have a 150-dpi spatial
resolution and an 8-bit tonal resolution.

Figure 24 – Unsharpened image (left), properly sharpened image (center),
oversharpened image (right). Notice how the image on the left seems soft
and slightly undefined. The image on the right is unnaturally sharp.
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You can test the results of sharpening and automated image
improvement by printing out both the original scan as well as the
adjusted one. This is a good test for your home printer, but you
may also wish to do a sample print at your print shop to confirm
that the corrections are appropriate for the printing method used
in your print shop. When you evaluate your test images, ask the
following questions:
• Are there rough edges, lost detail, or pixelization? This tells you
that the spatial resolution is too low.
• Is there posterization, particularly in highlights and shadows?
If so, your scanner may not be adequately capturing this
information or your image adjustments may also have been
overambitious.
49

• Is the image too dark or too light? Is there enough contrast
between the dark and the light areas? Brightness and contrast
adjustments may help you improve such scans.
• Is the image sharp enough? Are there any signs of
oversharpening?
Overall, the images should just look good to you. At times you will
be stuck with a poor original, and no amount of adjusting will
improve it. However, if the problems lie instead in your scanning
and the adjustments you applied to the image, then you need to
consider whether you could have done a better job. If you can’t get
your images to look good, then you should find a professional
graphic artist to help you.

Don’t forget the two most important steps!
I’d like to stress something before we move on to other topics. The
graphics software programs that come with scanners typically
49

The term “posterization” comes from the art world and describes an image that is reproduced using only
a few shades or colors. When you posterize a grayscale image (i.e., reproduce it with a handful of shades of
gray), it contains large flat areas that are devoid of detail.
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present all sorts of artistic features that allow you to colorize,
posterize, polarize, or apply a zillion goofy filters to an image. You
should ignore all of them. They are like putting icing on a cake
that you haven’t baked yet. What’s worse, these artsy tools distract
novice users from the two basic features (i.e., sharpening and
automatic image correction) that have the ability to dramatically
improve the quality of every single one of their images.
If you use PhotoDeluxe, you should spend the vast majority of your
time in the Advanced area with a few selected tools:
• For cropping – The cropping function is called “Trim” and
appears under the “Size” menu.
• For sizing – The sizing function is called “Photo Size” and
appears under the “Size” menu. Under “Constrain”, be sure that
the “Proportions” box is checked, but leave the “File Size” box
unchecked. Configured this way, you can adjust the width or
height of your image and PhotoDeluxe will assure that the
resolution stays the same. If you choose to adjust the width or
height, be sure that you only reduce it. When you reduce it, the
program simply throws away excess data. This means that it
uses the appropriate amount of resolution for the size you’ve
chosen. When you increase the width or height, the program
has to make up information to maintain the desired spatial
resolution. Remember what happened to the 600 marbles when
we doubled the dimensions? If you still want 600 “marbles” per
inch, you’ll have to find them somewhere. A program like
PhotoDeluxe will just fill in the gaps with extra marbles. The
resulting spatial resolution will appear to be 600 dpi, but the
detail will look like a much lower resolution scan. If you know
in advance that you will want to enlarge an image, you should
either scan the image using the appropriate enlargement factor,
or, if you’re not exactly sure what it will be, you should scan at
a higher spatial resolution and adjust the size and resolution
accordingly later. You should also keep in mind that the file size
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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shown in this menu does not reflect the compression applied
when the file is saved as JPEG or TIFF. Your files will probably
50
be much smaller once they are saved.
• For erasing in bitmapped images – The erasing function is
called “Eraser” and appears under the “Tools” menu.
• For sharpening in grayscale and color images – The sharpening
function is called “Sharpen” and appears under the “Quality”
menu.
• For automatic image adjustment in grayscale and color images –
The automatic image adjustment function is called “Instant
Fix” and appears under the “Quality” menu.
Figure 25 – The menu selections in Adobe PhotoDeluxe

To get to these PhotoDeluxe features in the easiest way, you will
want to be sure that the program is displaying the “Long Menus”.
When you are using the “Advanced” features, the long menus will
be displayed. However, you can set the preferences to always
display the long menus. To do so, go to the “File” menu, select
“Preferences”, and choose “Long Menus”.

Placing images in Word
Once you have completed your adjustments, save the file in a
format that you can place in Word. I used JPEG for grayscale and
color images and TIFF for line art. Placing images in Word is
simple, but there are some things you can do to make your job
simpler. First, I created an “Illustration” style that assured that any
images would be centered on the column with the correct spacing
above and below. I also used Word’s caption feature so that the
50

When you save a file using JPEG, you are given a chose of quality settings. Choose a “high” quality
setting. Lower quality settings greatly reduce the file size, but the quality suffers significantly.
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51

figures would be numbered automatically. For some reason,
perhaps related to Word’s handling of TIFF files, my line art
images always appeared larger in Word than they were supposed
to. I had to manually reduce them to the appropriate size by
selecting the edge of the image with the mouse and dragging it
52
until the image reached the desired size.
Before closing on this subject, here are two more points:
• Don’t overlook the width of your column – When you scan
images for inclusion in Word, don’t create any images that are
wider than your text column.
• Microsoft Word’s Anchor – Sometimes when you place an
image in Word, a small anchor will be visible (if you are
viewing “Invisibles”). The anchor determines where the image
is “anchored” to the text. I hate these anchors and have been
unable to figure out exactly how they work or why they appear
with certain types of images (like clip art) but not with others
(like JPEG or TIFF). (This is another reason why I avoid using
clip art in Word.) I believe that the anchor feature might come
in handy if you wanted to place images in a very exact fashion,
particularly for layouts that have two or more columns on a
page. However, if you really want to do this, I suggest that you
use a true page layout program, not Microsoft Word.

The value of skill and training
One of the reasons why adding graphics to books has been so
costly is that it has traditionally required the efforts of skillful,
trained professionals. These people have spent years helping
authors get books and other printed works into print. Clearly,
desktop scanners and software do not provide a full substitute for
51

Had I wanted to, I could also have created a Table of Figures automatically.

52

If you hold the Shift key when you re-size an image, the image will be re-sized proportionately. If you do
not hold the shift key, your adjustments may change the aspect ratio of the image (i.e., a square may come
out looking like a rectangle).
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this kind of training and experience. You should not expect to
reach the absolute highest quality levels without professional help.
However, you will be able to get surprisingly good results with
desktop tools if you pay attention to a few basic rules:
• Get the spatial resolution right for the size of your image.
• Apply your software’s tools to improve the image’s contrast,
tonal quality, and sharpness.
• Print out and evaluate your results on your own desktop printer
as well as the printer at your print shop.
There are many books that cover the use of scanners and the
software used to manipulate scanned images. Read them and learn.
You will benefit from this knowledge in situations where you need
to manually adjust grayscale or color images, and also when
working with originals like slides or transparencies (which are not
easy to scan with a typical desktop scanner). However, I have
found that if you apply the basic principles described above, you
will be able to produce appealing scanned images.

Copyright issues
You may not take an artist’s or a photographer’s work and
reproduce it without their permission. Doing so would violate
copyright law. Therefore, whenever you add clip art or a scanned
image to your book, you need to have the artist’s or photographer’s
permission to do so.
Using clip art is generally not a problem because clip art
collections are sold or included with software with the
understanding that the user may re-use the images at no charge.
However, if you use clip art of a wild-haired scientist in an
advertisement that states that Albert Einstein would have loved
your book, then you may end up hearing from the lawyers of the
Einstein estate.
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You will have less to worry about if you scan photographs that you
took yourself because you will own the rights to that photograph.
However, when you take photographs of people, you should be
sure that the subjects know that the image is headed for print (and
that they have no objections to its use in that manner).
Professional photographers have their models sign a release form
to assure that there is no confusion. This also protects them in
case of a lawsuit.
The situation becomes a little more complex when you scan
someone else’s photographs. When you do, you need to be sure
that you have their permission, preferably in writing. With other
photographers’ work, you will need to contact the source that
owns the photograph, which may be the photographer or perhaps
an agency that represents the photographer. For a price, they will
send you an original to scan and return. You will frequently see
these stock photography houses listed in the credit line of a
photograph. Stock photography houses are developing a much
bigger Internet presence in recent years and you can find many
types of images through Internet searches.
Whenever possible, you should scan from an original photograph
(rather than a reproduction from a book or magazine), and to the
best of your ability, confirm that you have the photographer’s
permission. Avoid scanning a printed image from a book or a
magazine. If the image you scan has already been printed in a book
or a magazine, chances are that you will violate a copyright by
reproducing it. However, the way in which you use an image will
also relate to the seriousness of a copyright violation. Suppose that
you wanted to include the image of a popular movie star in a
family history to give to your relatives. You would be unlikely to
be pursued for this violation because you did not intend to gain
financially from it. It would be a much more serious violation if
you used the image of that movie star as part of a book that you
intended to sell.
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The software used with today’s scanners often includes a “descreening” feature. This feature is used to eliminate (or soften) the
moiré patterns that frequently appear when you attempt to scan
53
and reproduce an already printed image. When you see such a
moiré pattern, it should remind you that you are probably
violating someone’s copyright.
Figure 26 – A moiré pattern

Sometimes you will be given a photograph and not know who
took it or who owns the rights to it. Always proceed cautiously
when this happens. Until you have permission from the
photographer, you should refrain from using it. This may be
difficult or impossible in the case of vintage photographs. In cases
where I could not identify the photographer, I have acknowledged
the person who supplied the photograph that I scanned.
Copyright law no longer covers some historical photographs,
including many military photographs from World War II. I also
found magazine advertisements from the 1930s and 1940s to be a
53

The problem relates to the reproduction process. Printed images are usually reproduced using a fine
pattern of dots that vary in size and are organized in neat rows and columns. When you attempt to
reproduce an already printed image, the patterns of the dots from the already printed image conflict with
the patterns of the dots used to reproduce the image. These two sets of conflicting dots produce the moiré
pattern. Moiré patterns appear not only in print but also in real-life situations. For example, a picket fence
viewed through another picked fence produces a moiré; so do two chain link fences viewed side by side (as
they often are on highway overpasses or city front yards).
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marvelous source of very high quality drawings that I used to
illustrate the differences between military airplanes. I felt
comfortable using these images, even though I did not ask the
permission of the advertisers. In some cases, the companies no
longer existed, but in general, I felt that the use of these images in
a historical context would not be deemed objectionable by the
advertisers. Had “The Writing 69th” been published through a
traditional publisher, such a decision might well have garnered
added scrutiny. Perhaps the images would have been replaced, or
perhaps letters would have been written to any surviving arms of
the defunct companies. Given the limited quantity of books being
printed and the innocuous use of the images, I did not think this
was necessary.

Drawing tools in Microsoft Word
You may be surprised to hear that Microsoft Word has some very
capable drawing tools. The “Drawing” menu bar appears at the
bottom of the screen. (If it isn’t there, then go to “View” and
“Toolbars”, and then choose “Drawing” from the resulting menu.)
You can use these tools to create line drawings with arrows,
shapes, tints, and textured fills. These tools come in very handy
when you need to draw a basic diagram.
Figure 27 – The “Drawing” menu bar in Microsoft Word.

I have used Word to create line art drawings that people assumed
were done with more sophisticated graphics software program. If
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you can distill a drawing to a few basic lines and shapes, then
chances are you can create it in Word.
However, I should warn you that it can be difficult to place these
images so that they flow appropriately along with the text of your
book. Feel free to use Word as a creation tool for line art, but once
you have finalized the drawing, I recommend that you print it out
and scan the result. The scanned image will be much easier to
54
place in your document.

Screen shots
For this book, I wanted to include images of menus from Microsoft
55
Word. I used Hyperionics’ Hypersnap-DX to capture these
images from the screen (so-called screen shots). It is also possible
to capture screen shots by holding the “Alt” key while pressing the
print screen key. The image can then be pasted into a Word
document by typing “Control+v”. However, Hypersnap-DX has
additional features that allow you to crop and size screen shots
easily. In addition, I wanted to be able to capture screen shots of
pull-down menus, which is only possible with a tool like
Hypersnap-DX.

54

Make sure that these images include only lines and solids. If you attempt to scan a tint or halftone, the
result will be of poor quality.

55

For additional information, refer to http://www.hyperionics.com.
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Production tasks
Production tasks begin where the editorial and design tasks end,
but production functions are supported directly by decisions that
were made during the editorial and design process. As before, you
will make the job of production significantly easier if you have
followed the advice contained in earlier chapters (particularly
related to style, fonts, and graphics).

The cover and the binding method
The design of the cover and the choice of the binding method are
linked together. You cannot design the cover until a decision is
made about the book’s binding.
Although you may already have some idea of what you want the
cover to look like, for most practical purposes, the artwork on the
cover is one of the last things you will need to consider. In
addition, unless you are a graphic designer or unless your cover
needs are extremely simple, it is also likely to be one of the parts of
this process that you will have to pay for someone else’s help.
Many things need to be decided before you should even start
thinking about the cover.

Binding methods
How will the book be bound? There are three typical bookbinding
methods that can be handled by most print shops: tape,
mechanical, and perfect.
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• Tape binding – Tape binding adheres the pages with a strip of
tape that extends from the front to back covers. It is a very
utilitarian and inexpensive method of binding, but it is not
particularly attractive. Recently, some companies have begun
selling matching colored tapes and covers that improve the
look of a tape bind immensely. Some methods are also available
that allow you to print the title and author on the tape, but in
most cases there is no text on the spine of a tape-bound book.
• Mechanical binding – Mechanical binding is another costeffective binding method that takes advantage of either a wire
coil or plastic comb to hold the pages together. Mechanical
binds allow a book to lay flat. (This may be a useful feature for a
cookbook or a construction manual.) Generally, there is no text
on the spine of a mechanically bound book, however, it is
possible to imprint spine text on a plastic coil.
• Perfect binding – Perfect binding is the type of binding used for
paperback books. An adhesive holds the pages together and
also links the cover to the pages.
Hard cover (also called case binding) is generally not done by
small print shops. If you want a hard cover binding, you will either
need to find a specialty binder, or have your print shop find one
for you. In either case, the expense of the hard cover binding is
likely to constitute a significant portion (perhaps 25% or more) of
the overall cost of each book. Hard cover books frequently also
have a printed dust jacket.

Cover requirements
A book bound with a tape or mechanical binding has a separate
front and back cover. Preparing these covers is a relatively simple
process. The cover size is the same as the page size. In your cover
design, be sure to leave space (around three eighths of an inch) for
the tape overlap of a tape bind or the punched holes of a
mechanical bind. This falls on the left edge of the front cover and
Page 94
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the right edge of the back cover. Some tape or mechanical binding
processes allow the name and author to be printed on the spine. If
this is the case, you will need to supply the text and choose a font
and size.
Figure 28 – Diagram of perfect-bound cover

A perfect-bound book requires a wrap-around cover that includes
the front and back covers plus the spine. The width of the spine
depends on the number of sheets of paper in your book as well as
the thickness of those sheets of paper. If your book is to be perfectbound, your cover design will need to reflect the width of the
spine as well as the final trim size of the book. The completed
book including text and cover is trimmed along three edges (i.e.,
every side but the bound side). This trim makes the cover the
right size and assures that the edges of the book are smooth.
Therefore, a perfect-bound book that is based on an 8½” x 11”
page will ultimately be trimmed down to about 8.375” x 10.75”
(approximately 1/8” will be trimmed from the top, bottom and
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right sides). The full wrap-around cover will include the front and
back covers plus the spine.
It is important that you adjust appropriately for the spine width
and trim, otherwise it will be impossible to center the design on
your cover!

The width of the spine
How many pages will the book have? Will it be printed single
sided (simplex) or double sided (duplex)? This determines the
width of the spine of the book, and needs to be considered in the
cover design for a perfect-bound book. The figure on the following
page shows the estimated spine width for a book printed on 24 lb.
paper. You should confirm the spine width with your print shop
before proceeding with your cover design.
Table 3 – Estimated spine width for a book printed on 24 lb. paper
Numbered pages

Sheets of paper56

Resulting spine width

100

50

0.2”

200

100

0.4”

300

150

0.6”

Color covers
Your decision about what to do with the cover has both financial
and aesthetic components. From a financial perspective, the more
complex the cover design, the more each cover will cost. For
example, each four-color cover will cost you anywhere from $1 to
$5 or more just to print (not including the services of a designer).
A simple one-color cover printed on a white or colored stock is a
less expensive alternative. In either case, be sure to enlist the help
of a professional graphic designer, because designing an eyecatching cover is not a simple task. Many print shops have in56

Assuming that the book is printed duplex.
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house design facilities to help you with the cover design. If not,
they should be able to recommend suitable freelance graphic
designers. You will need to provide the designer with any text that
you want printed on the cover.
Do you want the artwork to extend all the way to the edge of the
57
page? If so, the cover must be printed on oversized paper and
trimmed to the finished size later in the process. For a tape or
mechanical bind, the covers are trimmed to size prior to binding.
For a perfect bind, the covers are attached to the book block and
then the entire book is trimmed to size. This assures that the edge
of the book is smooth and the cover size matches the book size
exactly.

Paper grain
Paper grain refers to the direction of the fibers in a sheet of paper.
You can determine the grain of a sheet of paper by tearing it
parallel to its edge. If you are tearing parallel to the grain, the tear
will be relatively smooth and straight. If you are tearing against
the grain, the tear will be more jagged and is likely to run at an
angle to the edge. Paper is called “long” if the paper grain runs
parallel to the long edge of the paper. Conversely, paper is called
“short” if the grain runs parallel to the short edge.
Paper grain is important when you fold or bind paper. Paper folds
well if the fold runs parallel to the grain of the paper. However, a
fold that runs across the grain of the paper will appear rough. For a
book’s cover, the paper grain should run parallel to any folds along
the spine. For binding a book, particularly tape or perfect binding,
it is important that the grain run parallel to the bind. If it runs
perpendicular, the paper may buckle over time if the book is

57

Designers call this a “bleed” because the ink “bleeds” off the edge of the page. A page may “bleed” on
one or more sides. A page that “bleeds” on all four sides is called a “full bleed.”
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58

exposed to varying levels of humidity. Luckily, long grain 8½” x
11” paper is commonly used for copying and digital printing. This
means that you should not have problems with tape or perfect
binding with such paper. However, if you choose another size
besides 8½” x 11”, then you must be sure that your print shop pays
close attention to the orientation of the paper grain in relation to
the binding.

Suggested book sizes
The table on the following page shows two possible book sizes
based on a standard 8½” x 11” page using one of two classes of
binding, either tape/mechanical or perfect.
I recommend an 8½” x 11” sheet size over other possible sizes
because it is the simplest. It uses the most common paper size and
it does not require any special imposition (i.e., printing two copies
per side, and then folding or trimming the result). I also believe
that perfect binding is a good choice. It is true that the cover
design is a little more complex with a perfect bind, but the
resulting book will have a more professional look than a book with
a tape or mechanical binding.
Any print shop that you consider should be able to show you
examples of the different types of bindings that they offer. A word
of caution about perfect binding: it is easy to screw up a perfect
bind by using the wrong paper for the cover or the text. Be sure
that the print shop you choose has adequate experience with
perfect binding. You should ask to see a sample of their work.
Check the sample for paper buckling or cracked folds on the cover
(which would indicate problems with paper grain). Check that the
pages are securely attached. Be sure that the cover lays flat.

58

The paper grain does not matter for books that are mechanically bound with a wire coil or plastic comb
because the paper is not held as tightly as in a perfect binding. Therefore it can move slightly to adjust to
any changes in humidity.
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(Frequently the cover curls away from the inside of the book. This
is unacceptable.)
Table 4 – Suggested book sizes
Method 1

Method 2

Binding type

Tape or mechanical

Perfect

Finished size

11” (tall) x 8½” (wide)

10.75” (tall) x 8.375” (wide)
(estimated, confirm the amount of
trim with your print shop)

Sheet size

8½” x 11”

8½” x 11”

Trim

No trim

Trim on three sides

Paper grain
for interior

Long (for tape bind), not an
issue for mechanical bind

Long

Cover

Separate front and back covers

Wrap-around, one-piece cover
(should be grain short)

Cover
dimensions

11” (tall) x 8½” (wide)

Depends on spine width, the height
will be 10.75”, and the width will be
16.75” plus the width of the spine

Other factors

The largest spine width of a tape
or mechanical bound book is
dependent on the width of the
tape or the size of the plastic
comb or metal coil (confirm the
details with your print shop)

It is difficult to perfect bind very
short books (confirm the details
with your print shop)

The advantages of a standard size
There are two reasons to base your book on an 8½” x 11” sheet:
1. It’s a standard U.S. paper size and every print shop with a
digital printer or copy machine can handle it. As a result,
virtually any print shop will be able to print your job. This will
increase the likelihood that you will get a competitive bid.
2. It gives you plenty of room to add illustrations and/or to make
the type large. (This may make it more appealing to different
audiences, including older people who may have trouble
reading smaller type.)
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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The only drawback is that 8½” x 11” is larger than most other
typical paperback books.

Preparing a print-ready file
You can take your finished Word file to a print shop, but there is
no guarantee that it will print the same as it does using your home
computer and printer. There are two key reasons for this:
• Fonts
• Print drivers

59

The design of your book is dependent on the fonts that you have
installed on your computer. If your print shop does not have these
fonts, it will be unable to reproduce your design. Most print shops
have vast libraries of fonts, so if you select commonly available
fonts, there should be no problem. However, if you purchase some
obscure font to use in your book, keep in mind that you cannot
give it to the print shop (that would be a violation of the software
license for the font). The print shop must purchase its own copy.
Sometimes, having the right fonts isn’t enough. I once created a
Word file on my home computer using standard Windows
TrueType fonts (Times and Arial), to assure that the job would
print out easily on my computer at work. Unfortunately, when I
opened the job on my work computer I found that a number of the
page breaks had changed. This was the result of some very slight
changes in either the font spacing or the page layout. As a result, a
sentence that previously fit on one line, now extended to a second
line. This pushed other lines to the next page. If I had put in a
manual line or page break, this caused gaps in the document.
Where had I gone wrong? The culprit was the print driver. I had
created the document using the print driver for my home printer.
59

A print driver is a computer program that allows a software program like Microsoft Word to print a file
on a printer. You need to install the appropriate print driver on your computer if you want to be able to
print a file to that printer.
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Microsoft Word uses the print driver settings to lay out the
document. When I opened the job on my work computer, it
applied the print driver settings for my work printer. These were
different enough to cause the disruptions described above. This
type of scenario could easily happen when you take a file to your
print shop.
One way to avoid this problem is to change a little known setting
in the Word file. Go to the “Options” selection under “Tools”,
then choose the “Compatibility” tab. Deselect the “Use printer
metrics to lay out document” selection (i.e., make sure this box is
not checked).
If you want to take a Word file to your print shop, you should do
the following:
• Limit your use of fonts and be sure that the print shop has
access to those same fonts.
• Take the file to a print shop that is very experienced with
accepting Word files from Windows computers.
• Make sure the “Use printer metrics to lay out document” is not
checked (see description above).
• Request a proof and check it very closely.
A more reliable way to get a printable file to the print shop is to
convert your Word file to a print-ready file format like Adobe
Acrobat portable document format (PDF). Software capable of
converting a Microsoft Word file to PDF ranges in price from
about $100 to $200. (These methods are described in greater
detail below.)
Whether you choose to take a Word file or a PDF to your print
shop, you will still need to see a printed proof. No method is
foolproof. As a result you will always need to see a printed proof of
your book before you authorize the full printing. The “Creating a
dummy” section later in this chapter gives tips on what to look for.
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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Adobe Acrobat Portable Document Format (PDF)
Adobe Systems (http://www.adobe.com) sells a product called
Acrobat that, among many other features, allows users to create a
print-ready file format called PDF. Users who create PDF files
have a much greater assurance that the files will print as expected.
And while it’s true that there are no guarantees in life, PDF can
make it much easier for you to get your book to the printer in a
reliable format. If you are taking your book seriously, I would
highly recommend that you purchase Adobe Acrobat. (The 4.0
version of this product lists for around $200.) It will not only help
you in the process of creating a print-ready file, but it will also
allow you to create a more effective electronic version of your file
should you intend to publish it as an electronic book.
Acrobat works very nicely in conjunction with Word. As an
example, the table of contents and index references can be turned
into active links that bring you to the appropriate page
automatically when you click on the page number. There are also
extensive annotation and security tools that may help you in the
writing process if you need to pass a file around for comment
among a group of previewers.
In the past, Adobe Systems has offered another PDF creation tool
called PDF Writer. This should not be confused with Adobe
Acrobat. PDF Writer is only appropriate if you are creating a textonly document. It is not robust enough to handle documents with
photographs or illustrations.
Adobe Systems offers free “reader” software that allows anyone to
read a PDF file. You can download Acrobat Reader from the
Adobe web site for free and use it to read any PDF file. However,
you will have to buy software if you want to be able to create PDF
files. If you’re not sure that you need the full capabilities of
Acrobat, then you should consider a product from 5D called “PDF
Creator”. PDF Creator does not have the full feature set of
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Acrobat, but it does allow you to create PDFs and it is available for
about $100. You can find information at http://www.five-d.com.

Font issues
Alas, even with Adobe Acrobat you have to be careful about the
fonts you use to create your document. There is a lengthy history
behind this, so let me digress for a moment. Adobe Systems is the
inventor of the PostScript page description language. PostScript
was developed in the 1980s and was a key part of the desktop
publishing revolution. PostScript allows users to design graphically
rich documents using off-the-shelf software running on personal
computers. These documents can then be printed on desktop laser
printers. PostScript was one of the key factors in the early success
of Apple Computer, and it is also why so many graphic artists and
printers still prefer Apple Macintosh computers. Many of them
moved to the Macintosh in the 1980s and stayed there despite the
overwhelming popularity of Windows-based personal computers.
However, PostScript is available on all the major computer
platforms and its success in the graphic arts marketplace is
complete. Today, PostScript is the standard for professionally
published documents.
Unfortunately, Windows computers don’t come with the fonts
preferred by PostScript users. Windows computers use “TrueType”
fonts, which can be identified by the TT logo in the font selection
window of Word. PostScript fonts, on the other hand, are
identified by a small logo that looks like a printer. It is possible to
use TrueType fonts when creating a PDF, but I wouldn’t
recommend it. Print shops, with their preference toward
PostScript, do not usually like to print jobs with TrueType fonts.
Although TrueType fonts work great on home printers, things just
tend to go wrong on the higher resolution output devices typically
used by print shops. Luckily, there are PostScript fonts that work
on Windows computers and it is possible to get a nice selection of
PostScript fonts for free. If you choose to purchase Adobe
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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Acrobat, I recommend that you also acquire some PostScript fonts
to load on your computer. Then set the styles in your document to
use PostScript fonts exclusively.
Figure 29 – TrueType ( ) and printer ( ) font logos from the Microsoft
Word font menu (PostScript fonts appear as printer fonts)
Figure 30 – TrueType ( ) and PostScript (
folder in Windows operating system

) font logos from the font

While we’re talking about fonts, let’s spend a moment to clarify an
important point. The toolbar in Microsoft Word has three buttons
that allow you to vary the look of a typeface. A large bold “B”
changes the typeface to bold. A slanted “I” changes the typeface to
italic. An underlined “U” underlines the font.
Figure 31 – Bold , italic, and underline buttons from the Microsoft Word
tool bar

In the olden days, there used to be people called typesetters, whose
profession it was to make printed text look good. Today,
computers have automated the process so dramatically that
anyone with a computer can set type. Typesetters are virtually
extinct. All of the things that typesetters cared about (including
letter spacing and word spacing) are handled in automated fashion
by a computer. In addition, authors using software like Word have
access to additional tools that allow them to mess around with the
text on the page. The Bold, Italic, and Underline tools are prime
examples. These tools would have made old-style typographers
physically ill. Why? These adjustments are computer adaptations
60
that make the font look bold or italic or, God forbid, underlined.
In most cases, when you select the “Bold” or “Italic” button, the
60

Underlining is not even worth discussing from a typesetter’s point of view, since the added emphasis of
the underline could be more attractively made through a change in size or weight. Underlining is a carryover from typewriter days when the typist had very limited tools to provide emphasis, such as underlining
or capitalizing a word.
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fonts are artificially darkened or tilted based on some generic
61
computer algorithm. A true bold or italic rendition of a font is a
separate design. For example, Adobe’s Garamond is available in a
roman version, simply called AGaramond, and bold version called
AGaramond Bold.
You might think that this is a fine point that is only of concern to
aging typographers, but the fact is that a computer-generated bold
font is a feeble imitation of a true bold font. Your documents will
have a much more professional look if you avoid those three
heretical buttons (i.e., bold, italic, and underline) and choose
instead to assign actual fonts.
There are two books that I highly recommend for additional
information on fonts and design. Both are by Robin Williams and
both are published by Peachpit Press:
• The Macintosh is not a Typewriter (also available in an edition
called “The PC is not a Typewriter”)
• The Non-Designers Design Book
For the purpose of the ensuing discussion, I’ll assume that you
have purchased Adobe Acrobat and want to make a PDF from a
Word file created using PostScript fonts. Once you have installed
Acrobat, you can create PDF from within Word by pressing the
Acrobat icon. (It’s a white page with the Acrobat logo and a red
bar in the upper left hand corner.) You will also find a “Create
Adobe PDF…” option under the “File” Menu. This will bring up
Acrobat PDFMaker for Microsoft Word. (This is not to be
confused with PDF Writer.) The first menu you see will have four
tabs: General, Output, Bookmarks, and Display options. Under
“General”, you should see “Creation options” and “Use Acrobat
Distiller” should be selected. You will then have the ability to
61

In some cases, the roman, bold, and italic versions of the font appear under the same name, and when
you select the bold button, Word will apply the actual bold font rather than the computer generated
version.
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choose the “Distiller settings”. Acrobat Distiller is the component
of Acrobat software that creates the PDF based on settings you
have chosen. The “PrintOptimized” Distiller setting is the one you
62
should choose.
Figure 32 – The Adobe Acrobat icon (

) as it appears in Microsoft Word

Creating a dummy
As you go through the process of writing and formatting a book,
there will be many chances for you to catch typos, wordos, and
formatting errors. One of the most effective ways of proofing for
formatting errors is to create a “dummy”. A dummy is an accurate
representation of the final printed book. You can create a dummy
by printing out a double-sided copy of your book on your home
printer using paper that matches the paper that your print shop
will use. Since your printer probably isn’t capable of automatically
printing a double-sided copy, you will need some careful planning
to do this. When you select “Print”, most printers give you the
option of printing just the odd or just the even pages. Do this
experiment first:
• Print just the first page
• Pay careful attention to how the page came into your printer
tray. Did it come out face up? Did the top of the page emerge
first from the printer? With a little effort on your part, you
should be able to figure out how to place the printed pages back
into the paper tray so that the pages are printed correctly front
to back.
• Print the second page on the back of the first page.
62

If you wish to adjust any of the Distiller settings, you can do so by opening Distiller and selecting one of
the Distiller settings under Job Options. I created a PrintOptimized setting for digital print by lowering the
standard PrintOptimized Distiller setting from 1,200 to 600 dots per inch. I did this because 600 dpi is the
most common resolution for the type of black & white digital print devices used in print shops.
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• Check the result to be sure that the pages printed correctly and
in the right orientation. If page one overprinted page two, or if
page two is upside down in relation to page one, then repeat the
experiment until you have it right.
Once you have figured out the proper placement, print all of the
odd pages. Then, place the printed pages back into the paper tray
so that the blank side is properly positioned for the next page. Be
sure that page one will be the first to be taken by the printer.
Then print the even pages.
If your printer is slow and your book is long, you might prefer to
ask your print shop to print a single copy for you. This will be a
significant expense. However, it will be a marvelous opportunity
to catch and prevent errors. A dummy can show you errors that
you might never have otherwise anticipated. It will give you a
totally new perspective on your book.
Whether you print it yourself or have your print shop print it, you
definitely need to see a dummy or “proof” copy. If you skip this
step, I guarantee that you will find several unpleasant surprises
when you see the final printed copies of your book.

Examining the dummy
Once you have the dummy, here are some things to look for:
• Showthrough – Can you see through the page to the text or
images on the opposite side? If you are using a 20 lb. bond
paper, chances are that you will be able to see through to some
of the darker images or heavy type. If this constitutes a
significant problem, then you should consider a more opaque
paper. However, the best test for showthrough should be done
on the print shop’s printer rather than your home printer.
• Left- and right-hand pages – When viewing a book on a
computer screen, it is very easy to forget which pages would fall
on the left- or right-hand side of an open book. Do you want all
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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chapters to start on a right-hand page? If so, make sure that
your chapters start on odd-numbered pages. Does your table of
contents start on a right-hand page? If not, you may need to add
a blank page in front of it.
• Binding and trim issues – You need to know if your margins are
adequate, and the way you do this will depend on the binding
type. For a perfect-bound book, draw a line where the book will
be trimmed. Ignore the edge of the paper and make sure that
the margins you have made will be sufficient once the job is
trimmed. For a mechanically bound book, mark where the holes
will be punched for the metal coil or plastic comb. For a tapebound book, mark where the tape will overlap the cover. Have
you left enough room for all of the elements on your pages? Are
the margins wide enough for the trim or any punched holes? For
tape and perfect binds, is the central gutter (i.e., the margin
closest to the bind) wide enough so that the words can be read
when the book is opened?
• Page numbers – Do the page numbers fall where intended? For a
simplex page this is generally on the lower right, away from the
bind. For duplex pages this is generally on the lower corner
furthest from the bind (i.e., on the right for an odd-numbered
page and on the left for an even-numbered page). For duplex
pages, do the odd numbers appear on right-hand pages? Do the
even numbers appear on left-hand pages?
• Evaluating a spread – A “spread” refers to a left- and a righthand page side by side. Does the spread look okay? Are the
margins symmetrical? Do the headers and footers align? Does
the text of the headers and footers appear as you wanted?
• Other issues – You should also look for incorrectly formatted
heads and misplaced line or page breaks. Double check to be
sure that the page references are correct for the table of
contents and the index.
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You are likely to find it much easier to catch errors in a printed
dummy than on a computer screen, so repeat this exercise as
frequently as possible. You should also use this same technique for
the cover, particularly to confirm the trimmed book size in the
case of a perfect-bound book.

Getting the print-ready file to the printer
Getting the job to the printer may seem like the easiest task of all,
but depending on how complex your book is, it can be very tricky.
The easiest way to get the job to the printer is to print out a copy
on your home printer and then hand carry it to the print shop.
They will then photocopy it. And while this is a convenient way
to supply the job to the print shop, it’s not suitable for books with
illustrations or scanned photographs. The photocopy that you get
at the print shop won’t look as good as what you printed on your
home printer. If you have ever used a copy machine to copy a
photograph, you know what I mean. Copies of photographs never
look as good as the original.
For books with illustrations or scanned photographs, you should
supply the book to the print shop in digital form. When the print
shop prints from a digital file instead of copying from a paper
original, every print will look as good as the first. There is no
degradation of the image in the process of copying. Therefore I
highly recommend supplying your printer with a digital file.

The importance of file size
Once you have decided to use a digital file, the issue of file size
becomes very important. A typical Microsoft Word file is under
100 kilobytes (KB) in size. This is a small file that fits easily on a
computer diskette. In fact, one of those hard-plastic, 3½” square
diskettes can hold more than a megabyte (MB) of data, 1.4
megabytes to be exact. This is enough to hold fourteen 100kilobyte files. If you are writing a book with no text or
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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illustrations, chances are it will easily fit on a diskette, even if it is
hundreds of pages long.
Diskettes are a great way of moving files because they don’t cost
much and virtually every computer today has the ability to read
and write them. But what do you do if your file is larger than 1.4
megabytes? If it’s close, you may be able to use compression
software like WinZip to reduce the file size to fit on a diskette.
There are also software programs that allow you to copy a single
large file across multiple diskettes. But what if your file is a lot
larger? The final Word file for “The Writing 69th” was more than
seven megabytes and the print-ready Adobe Acrobat PDF was
even larger. I didn’t want to walk into a print shop with five or six
diskettes in hand.
Some service providers will allow you to e-mail them files, but the
large size of my files ruled that out. I have a regular modem
connection and it would have taken me well over an hour to email such a large file. (If I had cable modem access in my
community, I might have used that.) I was left with the choice of
buying (a) an external hard drive, (b) a drive supporting
removable media (like a SyQuest or ZIP drive), or (c) a CD writer.
Any of these devices would have allowed me to carry the file to
the print shop.
I chose a CD writer for a couple of reasons. First, I liked the idea
that just about any computer could read CDs. In addition,
recordable and re-writable CDs are easily available and not too
expensive. And then by chance I found a used CD writer cheap.
New CD writers are sold for a couple hundred dollars. I got mine
used for $25. It works now, but setting it up was a nightmare.
Here are some pointers that may help you if you buy a used CD
writer. First of all, my computer wouldn’t recognize the device
until I got the right driver software. Once I had the right driver
software, I made a re-writable CD. However when I took the CD
to another computer, it couldn’t read it. This astounded me. It
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appeared that my device was designed to create CDs that could
only be read on my own CD writer! This might have had some
marginal use for backing up files, but what’s the point of writing a
CD if nobody else can read it? I found out later that I could create
a recordable CD that could be read on other CDs. (However by
this point I had bought twenty re-writable CDs.)
So here’s an important difference to understand: CD-R stands for
CD Recordable and CD-RW stands for CD Rewritable. On my
CD writer it takes about an hour to format a CD-RW, and then
you can save data and write over it as many times as you want.
(Unfortunately, nobody with a regular CD drive can read a CDRW off my CD writer.) A CD-R takes almost no time to format,
and only a couple of minutes to make it so it is readable on typical
CD drives. However, you can only write data to a CD-R once.
Once I learned what needed to be done, I found the CD writer
well suited to my needs and pretty economical. (The price of a
CD-R is about $2, or less if you buy them in quantity.) I use it to
write CDs for backup and I also made a CD of the print-ready PDF
to deliver to my printer.
Here’s one last thing about CD writers. Today the most basic
external CD writer has a list price of about $250, so it’s a little
pricey if you only want to make a couple of CDs to deliver to your
printer. However, I believe that you may be able to find used CD
writers at significantly lower prices. First of all, many people who
bought the early CD writers were disappointed with their speed. If
they wanted to create a lot of CDs, they found that they spent too
much time waiting. As an author, you won’t be creating tons of
CDs, so speed is not such a big issue. In addition to providing a
good means of getting your file to the printer, they also provide a
backup method that can hold hundreds of megabytes of data.
Removable media like SyQuest and ZIP drives can be bought new
for less than $200. A ZIP disk capable of holding 250 megabytes of
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data sells for between $15 and $20. Most print shops can read a
SyQuest or ZIP disk.
If you are working on a portable computer you can even bring the
computer to the print shop. With the right cable, the print shop
should be able to connect your portable to their network and copy
the file.
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Printing & binding tasks
Your discussions with print shops should begin before you
complete your print-ready file. Don’t rush this process. You should
submit a description of your book to multiple print shops for a
quote. Evaluate the quotes you receive and don’t hesitate to ask to
see samples of similar work that they have done.

Finding a printer
The Yellow Pages provides listings of print shops under “Printers”
and “Copying & Duplicating Services”. The Internet provides
more extensive searching capability. I like Yahoo’s Yellow Pages
(http://www.yahoo.com) because you can identify your location
and then ask for the nearest print shops. It provides the name and
number of the print shop, the distance from your house, and even
a map.
As you look at the Yellow Page advertisements and talk to print
shops, keep in mind that you are looking for a print shop that has
expertise in digital printing. Ask them what digital printing
equipment they have and whether they accept digital files from
customers. Visit the shop and have a look around. Chances are
that you will have better luck in a quick print shop with counter
service where the copiers and printers are out in the open. If all
you smell is ink, and the equipment is out in the back, you have
found a traditional printer who may have little interest in your
short-run book. However, you may need to work a little in both
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worlds. The print shop that printed the cover of “The Writing
69th” had an automated offset press that was well suited for short
runs. The place smelled like ink, but they also had color copiers
and a full design department. The print shop for the inside of “The
63
Writing 69th” had Xerox DocuTechs and there wasn’t a
traditional printing press in sight.

Working with a printer
One of the most important things that a publisher would do for
you would be to get a good price from the printer. Every publisher
has an ongoing relationship with one or more printers. Publishers
have an advantage over individual authors because they can
promise printers a steady stream of print jobs. If you were a printer,
wouldn’t you provide better prices and service to a valued
customer who brought you many jobs?

Pricing considerations
Printers like to get lots of jobs and they like their equipment to be
busy. (The story goes that a print shop owner thinks that the
sound of a running printing press is “make me money, make me
money, make me money…”) Therefore they give special
preference to larger customers who provide significant print
volumes. This puts you at a disadvantage, but it also helps frame
your relationship with the printer. Your advantage, however, is
that most books amount to 100 or more pages. If you want
multiple copies, that turns into a lot of printed pages. The more
pages you print, the more attractive you are as a customer. Here’s a
quick calculation: take the number of pages in your book and
multiply it by the number of copies you intend to print. For

63

DocuTech is a Xerox brand name for a line of high-speed copier/printers. There are many other vendors
of such high-speed digital printing and copying equipment, but Xerox developed the product concept and
has sold the most products. Therefore you are very likely to find print shops that own Xerox DocuTechs.
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example, “The Writing 69th” has 172 numbered pages and I
wanted 100 printed copies. That’s 17,200 printed images.
Figure 33 – Formula for calculating the number of printed images

______________ Numbered pages
x ______________ Printed copies
= ______________ Printed images
Note that I’m using the term “printed images” instead of “pages”
to avoid confusion with the number of sheets of paper that will be
required for each book. In most books, the text is printed on both
sides of the paper. This is called duplex printing. If the text is only
printed on one side of the paper, it is called simplex printing.
There is an obvious economic advantage in printing duplex: you
use half as much paper as a simplex book! “The Writing 69th” was
printed duplex, and so each book requires only 86 sheets of paper,
even though it has 172 numbered pages. Since paper can be a
significant factor in the total cost of your book, you should plan on
printing duplex. This will also reduce the weight of your book,
which is important for mailing purposes.
It goes without saying that a printer will look at the number of
printed images when they prepare a quote for your job. In the case
of “The Writing 69th”, I was able to get a price of about 3.3 cents
per printed image. (This worked out to about $5.75 per book, not
including the cover.) If I had been a large corporate customer, I
would have been able to get a somewhat better price. In general,
3.3 cents per printed image is a very good price.
An American quick printing association called PrintImage
International has done surveys about market pricing among its
membership. In 2000, PrintImage asked its members what they
would charge to produce 10 copies of 500 black & white originals.
The response was an average price of $254.49, or about five cents
per image. Another job, 500 copies of 10 black & white originals,
resulted in an average price of $218.87, or 4.3 cents per image.
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High-volume quick printers using Xerox DocuTechs reported that
their estimated selling price was about 3.5 cents per image.
Pricing will vary from region to region. The amount of
competition in your area will also have an impact on pricing.
However, if the quoted price per black & white image amounts to
more than five cents, I would advise you to find another service
provider.
Be sure that you get multiple price quotes from different vendors.
In addition, be sure that the equipment for the job is on site.
Printers will rarely admit that they can’t do a job. However,
sometimes they will farm out a job to a subcontractor if they can’t
do it themselves. When that happens, your price includes the
overhead for the pieces that were farmed out. Think of yourself as
your book’s project manager. You may have to find two different
print shops: one for the inside of the book and another for the
cover. You may have to pick up and deliver the various
components to a bindery specialist. If you do so, you can bring
down the overall cost of the project. Keep in mind, though, that
you are also taking on a significant responsibility. If you trust your
printer, you may be happy paying the extra dollars to have them
manage the full job for you.
PrintImage also surveyed its members about color copy prices. The
average price to produce 50 color copies of one one-sided original
was $47.62, or 95 cents a copy. In general, color copies do cost
around $1 for an 8½” x 11” page, but your price will depend on
how many copies you make. If you only want ten copies, you
might spend between $5 and $10 per 8½” x 11” copy! It will cost
even more to print from a digital file or to print an 11” x 17” page.
Most service providers add a charge for printing from a digital file
because it is more complex than simply putting down an original
on the copier’s glass and pressing the copy button.
Color copying can be a very good method for covers, particularly
for physical bindings like tape, wire, and plastic comb. In these
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cases, you don’t have to worry about printing text on the spine.
There are, however, some drawbacks to having the cover printed
on a color copier. Until recently, the paper used for color copiers
was quite limited. Today there are some thick and glossy cover
paper stocks that will print on color copiers. However these are
generally not quite as thick as comparable cover paper stocks that
can be printed on a printing press. In addition, most color copiers
cannot handle paper stocks larger than 12” x 18”, and even when
printing these papers, they can only print an image slightly larger
than 11” x 17”. This means that color copiers are not the ideal
choice for printing the wrap-around cover of an 8½” x 11” perfectbound book. It is possible to do a cover for a perfect-bound book
on a color copier, but if you do so, you should understand the
limitations in terms of paper stock and design.
From a design perspective, a cover printed on a 12” x 18” sheet on
a color copier cannot have a spine wider than 1” if the book size is
8½” x 11”. The designer must also keep the design within the
printable area of the copier. This means that text and design
elements need to be about one half inch from the edge of the
sheet. The printable area also makes it difficult to include the trim
and fold marks that make the binder’s job easier.
There is one other thing you should know about color copiers.
Their print/copy speed is generally much slower when using
oversized papers. This may end up being reflected in a higher price
if you require an oversized sheet.
There are a couple of alternatives to color copiers if you want to
print only a small quantity of covers:
• Offset printing presses
• Automated direct-to-press offset printing presses
• High-speed digital color printers
For the cover of “The Writing 69th”, I went to a printer that
specialized in short-run color printing using an automated directCopyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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to-press printing press called the Heidelberg Quickmaster DI. For
this type of press, or for any type of offset press, you will get a
much better price per cover as the run length goes up (i.e., the
64
more you print). I asked my printer for a quote for 100 four-color
covers. The response: $400, or about $4 per cover. I asked what it
would cost to print 300 covers and was told it would be $410, or
$1.37 per cover. Ultimately, I decided to print 500 covers. I
planned to use about 100 immediately and then save the rest in
case I decided to reprint. This was a gamble, because I might want
to change something on the cover for a future printing. However,
since my risk amounted to about $10, I decided it was worth it.
A single-color cover is a less expensive option, although the price
per cover will vary greatly depending on the number of covers
ordered. A single-color cover suitable for a perfect-bound book
will cost about 60 cents per cover for a print run of 150 covers.

Other considerations
For both of my books I have had a couple of things running in my
favor in my discussions with printers:
• I created both books in a standard size (8½” x 11”).
• I knew what to expect in the way of competitive pricing.
• I told them I could supply them with a print-ready file format.
(In the case of the cover for “The Writing 69th”, I supplied
them with a sample design and the components in digital form.
They created the final digital file for the cover. For “From
Microsoft Word to Print”, I supplied a pasted-up print-out of
the cover with all the elements in place.)
However, some aspects of my books have made the printer’s task
more difficult:
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Color printers and presses use four colors to simulate a full-color image. These four colors are cyan,
magenta, yellow, and black, which are also known by the acronym CMYK or the term “process color”.
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• Both books have many photographs and illustrations, which
make it more difficult to reproduce than a simple text-only
book.
• To preserve the highest quality of the photographs and
illustrations, I wanted the job to be printed from a digital file,
not copied from a paper original.

Setting expectations
As I mentioned before, one of the key advantages that a publisher
has is an ongoing relationship with one or more printers. If the
publisher is a good one, this means that they have established
business practices for their relationships with their printers. These
business practices facilitate the business relationship, improve
communication, and let the partners know what to expect from
each other.
As an individual, you must set the proper expectations with your
printer. Here are some sample guidelines:
• The printer should print the job to the correct specifications
(which must be crystal clear to all parties).

65

• The printer should print at a suitable quality level (on the right
paper and at an agreed-upon quality level based on a proof that
you approve).
• The printer should complete the job for an agreed-upon price
to be delivered to you at an agreed-upon time.
• If problems come up, the printer will discuss them with you and
inform you before proceeding if there will be any extra charges
associated with these changes.
You, in turn, also have significant responsibilities:

65

Typical book specifications include the type of paper, the use of color, the binding method, the final trim
size, and the quantity desired.
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• You should clearly communicate the job requirements.
• You should supply the components as promised.
• You should view and approve proofs.
• You should pay on time.
Here are some final pieces of advice:
• Quantity – Smaller quantities will cost more per book. This is
particularly true of the color cover, but it also applies to the
inside of the book. The fewer the number of images (i.e., books
printed times the number of pages), the more likely it is that
the print shop will charge you a higher price per image.
• Cost – If cost is the most critical issue, take steps to make your
book easy to copy or print. Therefore, create it in a standard
size, provide a hard copy original (copying will cost less than
printing), and select a simple cover and binding method.
• Communication – Make sure that you have clearly expressed
your requirements. Leave nothing to chance.

Could I print at home instead?
If the prices quoted by your local print shops discourage you, you
may start to wonder whether you could print the job for less
money on your home printer. I wouldn’t recommend it, certainly
not for lengthy documents, but it really comes down to some very
basic issues of convenience and cost. Is it worth the extra time and
aggravation to do this part of it yourself?
First of all, a digital print shop is likely to have a black & white
printer that is 10 to 30 times as fast as your home printer. The job
that will take you days to print could be completed by them in an
hour or two. In addition, they purchase supplies and paper in bulk,
so their costs are really quite low. The typical inkjet printer that
you might have at home is built on the classic razor/razor blade
model. Although the purchase price of your home printer is
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relatively low, the operating costs are very high. If you start
printing a lot of pages you will begin to understand its true cost.
Here’s a good experiment. Next time you install an ink cartridge,
make note of the number of pages that you are able to print before
you have to install another. Then take that number and divide it
by the cost of the cartridge. That will give you the per-page cost
for the cartridge. With my printer, the black cartridge is separate
from the color cartridge. A black cartridge costs around $25. I
estimate that I could print 500 or so black-text-only pages per
cartridge. Dividing $25 by 500 results in a five-cent cost per page.
If I add a cent or so for the cost of the paper, my total cost is
around six cents (and it would be higher if the pages had items
that consumed a lot of ink, like scans, tints, or solids). I would
gladly pay a printer the same money to print the job, particularly
since they would be able to do it much faster and without any
effort on my part.
A couple of other disadvantages may discourage you from printing
your book at home:
• Binding – You either have to bind it yourself using a simple
method like staples or a three-ring binder, or take it to a print
shop that offers a more sophisticated binding method.
• Smearing – The inkjet inks that are used in many home
printers are water soluble. If you spill water on the pages, they
smear. In addition, areas where a lot of ink is applied get pretty
wet. This may cause the paper to buckle.
• Slow graphic printing – If your book has scans or graphics you
will have to configure your printer correctly to make the images
look good. (Generally, this involves printing at resolutions of
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600 dpi or higher and setting the method of halftoning
correctly.) This slows up the printing speed.

I would only recommend printing on a home printer for small
quantities of short books. When you are only producing a small
number of books, craft bookbinding becomes an interesting
option. You can use very simple materials (handmade paper, cloth,
wood, ribbons, string, etc.) to create an unusual and attractive
method of binding. Most libraries have books describing this topic
in greater detail.
If you decide to use a mechanical binding for your book, you might
choose to print your covers on your home printer. With a
mechanical binding, you simply need front and back covers that
measure 8½” x 11. Many home printers have settings that allow
you to print on heavier papers. However, you still may run into
problems with smeared inks. This problem can be minimized by
spraying the finished covers with an artist’s fixative.

66

Halftoning is the method that is used by printing presses and home printers to simulate continuous-tone
images like photographs. Home printers often use a “dither” of little dots to simulate continuous-tone
images. The halftone dither of desktop printers may be visible, appearing as little dots that are particularly
noticeable in highlight areas. This is particularly true at the printer’s low resolution setting.
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Publishing tasks
This isn’t a book about publishing. It’s only about formatting and
preparing a print-ready file that you can take to a printer who will
make a small number of books for you. What you do with those
books afterwards is up to you. Still, there are some very basic
pricing and distribution issues that you will have to face.

Setting the price for your book
Even though selling “The Writing 69th” wasn’t first and foremost
in my mind, I did keep close track of my production costs so that I
could set a reasonable price. Here is an accounting of my costs:
• I paid an artist $500 to do the cover artwork.
• I paid a printer $500 to print 500 color covers.
• I paid another printer about $600 to print the black & white
insides and bind the book
• Total: $1,700 for 100 books (or $17 per book)
I’m not including the cost of my personal computer and printer,
because I would have bought them anyway. There were some
other start-up costs, specifically my scanner ($150 after a rebate)
and CD Writer ($25 plus $30 for CDs). I’m not including them
here, because I will be able to use them for other projects. Other
potential costs include software (like Adobe Acrobat, fonts, or a
graphics program) and supplies (ink cartridges and paper). The
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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cost of each book would have been several dollars more had I
included these costs.
$17 per book is fairly costly, but keep in mind that this includes a
lot of overhead, including all of the cost for the artist’s work and
400 extra covers. For reprints, the cost of the next 100 books is
closer to $6 a book because I already have color covers and all I
need to pay for is the printing of the insides and the binding.
With these costs in mind, I chose $20 as the price (with an
additional $5 for shipping and handling for any books that I have
to mail). This price adequately covers the cost of the first run of
books and struck me as a reasonable price for a self-published
paperback book on a topic of fairly broad interest. I did not want
to set the figure too low because I knew that it would look
suspicious if I raised the price later. And I did not want to set it
too high because I knew that would depress sales. Although I
intended to sell these books myself, the choice of a price also
needed to reflect the possibility down the road that I would be
providing copies to others to sell. However, I did not print a price
on the cover because I wanted the flexibility to change the price
as necessary.
I only accept checks or money orders. And although I wasn’t
expecting any complaints, I was prepared to offer anyone their
money back if they weren’t satisfied. Your price will also need to
be sufficient to cover any applicable sales taxes. Regarding
shipping and handling, you must charge enough for the cost of a
padded envelope, postage, and your trip to the post office. Charge
extra for foreign postage, which can be considerably more
expensive. Be sure to use book rate for domestic shipments.
There are also some market and aesthetic issues to think about
when setting your price. People generally think of a book as a
product (much like a loaf of bread or a bicycle) and they are
willing to pay between $5 and $30 for one. It may not matter to
them that yours is a unique book that is not available in stores.
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They may not care that your production costs are higher than a
typical paperback book. They may not want to pay more for a 400page book, compared to a 200-page book, even though the 400page book costs a lot more for you to print. If you put a hard-cover
binding on your book, you may be able to charge more for it, but
you will have to weigh that against the higher cost of hard-cover
binding.
I think that it’s important to understand what you want to achieve
by selling your book. If finding an audience and getting your book
into readers’ hands are at the top of your list, you will want to be
sure to set your price at the lowest level feasible. There was little
or no room for profit for the first 100 books that I had printed.
The $20 price barely covered my costs.
In addition, I gave away some copies to family and friends, and
also to the people who had helped me during the process of
researching and writing “The Writing 69th”. I felt that I owed it
to them. I knew that even if I sold all of the remaining copies, it
would only cover a portion of my costs. For the next printing, the
profit outlook will be significantly brighter.

Expanding your options
I took a decidedly low-key approach to promoting “The Writing
69th”. Several years back I had created a web site with
information on my research. It is now at:
www.greenharbor.com
67

Once the book was ready, I added basic ordering information to
the web site. Occasionally I get an order this way. However the
largest number of orders have come through word of mouth, many
of them multiple orders from people who I had given a copy, and
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This amounted to my mailing address and a price, plus U.S. and foreign shipping & handling charges. I
only accept checks in U.S. funds.
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who wanted extra copies to give to their relatives and friends. All
in all, I have sold enough books to cover a significant portion of
my production costs.
If I had wanted to expand my options, I would have needed to
broaden my distribution. A few things stood in my way, and they
all had to do with money in one way or another, either accepting
it through credit cards (or having someone else do so for me),
spending it on an application for an International Standard Book
Number (ISBN), or paying it to a vanity publisher. In this section,
we’ll look at each of these options and the implications of each.

Credit card sales
One of the very basic decisions that I had to make for my first
book was whether I wanted to be the publisher and treat “The
Writing 69th” like a “real” book. If I did, then I needed to create a
business name and apply for ISBNs. I chose instead to take a
different approach. I mostly wanted to get “The Writing 69th” in
print to be able to give away a small number of copies. I would also
sell some directly through word of mouth, my web site, and
perhaps an advertisement in the local paper. These would be
direct sales and I would accept only checks, money orders, and
cash.
The first step toward broader distribution would be to accept
credit card sales. Since I didn’t plan to start a business, and since
my volumes would be so low, I didn’t see any advantage in
equipping myself to accept credit cards. However, I did consider
the possibility of having someone else accept credit card sales for
me. These sales through third parties could include local
bookstores, gift shops, or historical societies. All of these sites
would be capable of accepting credit card sales. However they
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I think of this as a “Get one free, buy one (or more)” program, and oddly enough it’s worked rather well.
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would charge a fee for handling a book (generally a percentage of
the purchase price, probably 50% or more of the retail price).

The importance of ISBN
To get to a higher level of distribution, a book requires an identity
code called ISBN. When a publisher publishes a book, they need
to include a way for future purchasers to find the publisher. If the
publisher sold books directly to the public, this purpose could be
adequately served by an 800 number (as long as the publisher
remained in business and never changed the 800 number).
However, the book industry operates through a network of retail
bookstores and a distribution channel that supplies these stores
with books. The publisher supplies books to a few key distributors
who then make the book available to bookstores. These players
have an agreed-upon system for tracking down books using ISBNs.
You’ll find ISBNs on the back cover and following the title page of
all books sold through bookstores.
The average consumer doesn’t think twice about the ISBN, but
that little number helps bookstores track down books through
their distributors. An ISBN is 10 digits long and is made up of four
parts: a group or country identifier, a publisher identifier, a title
identifier, and a check digit. In the United States, R.R. Bowker is
the independent agent responsible for assigning ISBNs.
You will need an ISBN if you want your book to be available in
69
bookstores or through Amazon.com. In general, ISBNs are
assigned by publishers, but it is possible for an individual to apply
for the right to assign them. It should not surprise you that this
privilege will cost you some money. It costs $205 to register as a
publisher, be assigned a publisher’s prefix, and receive 10 numbers.
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It is very easy to sell your book through Amazon.com, however you do need an ISBN. Once you have it,
you determine a price and contact Amazon.com. They will want a small number of your books to keep in
inventory and will charge you a percentage (around 50%) for every book sold.
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For additional information, refer to the R.R. Bowker web site at
http://www.bowker.com.
An ISBN allows bookstores to identify your book, but it also
means that your company will be listed in two directories:
“Publishers, Distributors & Wholesalers of the United States” and
“Publishers’ International ISBN Directory”. In addition, when you
assign an ISBN number to a book, you report it to R.R. Bowker,
which then includes it in directories like “Books in Print”.
Is it worth applying for an ISBN? Well, it’s part of the cost of
doing business if you want to sell your book through established
channels. It will also make your book look more professional. And
it’s reasonable to assume that you will be able to sell more books
because of it. In the case of “The Writing 69th”, I decided not to
apply for an ISBN. I may choose to do so later, but I think it is just
as likely that I will work with a publisher who will assign one for
me. I’m hoping that I’ll find a publisher who will give me an
advance and pay me a percentage of sales, but realistically, it’s
probably just as likely that I will end up using a vanity, subsidy, or
cooperative publisher.

Vanity, subsidy, or cooperative publishers
Vanity, subsidy, and cooperative are three terms used to describe
publishers who charge the author money to publish a book.
“Vanity” publishing has a bad name because it’s associated with
loser authors who couldn’t find a publisher. Subsidy and
cooperative publishers are the same as vanity publishers, but these
terms make the relationship between the author and publisher
sound more balanced. What does a vanity publisher provide? The
services vary from publisher to publisher, but in general a vanity
publisher will:
• Edit the manuscript for obvious errors
• Prepare the book for printing
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• Assign an ISBN
• Print the book and provide it to distribution channels
• Provide some level of promotion
The growth of the Internet has been a godsend for authors because
the Internet has such potential for helping them to reach out to
small audiences with specific interests. In that way, topics that
may be of little general interest may find a substantial audience on
the Internet. At the same time, the Internet has brought a new
face to the vanity publishing market. Of course, existing vanity
publishers have put up web pages, but many other companies are
offering competitive services. These companies are unlikely to call
themselves vanity publishers, but in many ways their services are
very similar to vanity publishers. Surprisingly, one of the defining
features is whether or not they assign ISBNs. In fact, I would say
that if a company assigns ISBNs, it is a publisher. And, if it
charges you money to assign an ISBN to your book, then it is a
vanity publisher.
I have not worked with a vanity publisher, but I considered
several, and I might still choose to use one. From my perspective,
one of the key values a vanity publisher provides is getting the
manuscript into print. I didn’t need any help with that. I also felt I
could apply for an ISBN without much trouble. And I was a little
suspicious whether a vanity publisher would put much effort into
promoting my book, so I didn’t see much advantage in working
with one. If you think you can do what I did, then you really don’t
need a vanity publisher. However, if you find a vanity publisher
who can convince you that they will help you print, promote, and
distribute your book, then by all means use them.

Internet resources
A growing number of Internet-based publishing and printing
companies are providing services for authors like you. These range
from print shops offering short-run book printing to InternetCopyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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oriented vanity publishers. You will also find on-line communities
composed of writers, designers, and book production professionals.
The Internet changes so rapidly that I am hesitant to include links
with information on Internet services. However, here are a few
examples of companies that provide book-related services that are
available through the Internet:
http://www.booksjustbooks.com/ - Booksjustbooks is the Internet
site of a book printer called RJ Communications. The site features
“Instant book pricing” on quantities from 100 to 20,000.
Booksjustbooks only accepts laser prints (i.e., a hard-copy print
out) as camera copy for runs under 1,000. Above runs of 1,000 it
will accept digital files.
http://www.booktech.com – booktech.com is an on-demand book
facility that provides “course pack” services for college and
university professors. booktech.com supervises copyright
clearance, file preparation, printing, and distribution.
booktech.com will also work with independent authors.
The following three sites are a good example of Internet-based
services that allow authors to publish and sell their work:
http://www.firstpublish.com
http://www.iuniverse.com
http://www.mightywords.com
http://www.xlibris.com
These services can help your book get greater exposure. Check out
these web sites for additional information on their requirements.
http://www.lightningsource.com – Lightning Source services
include an on-demand book printing facility called Lightning
Print that is co-sponsored by Ingram Books (a book distributor)
and IBM Printing Systems (a provider of digital printing
equipment). Lighting Print was developed to help publishing
houses keep books in print without having to warehouse large
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quantities. However it is not only for professional publishers. If
you or your publisher assigns an ISBN to a book, it is eligible for
distribution through Lightning Print. Lightning Print can handle
the following trim sizes: 5” x 8”, 5½” x 8½”, 6” x 9”, 7½” x 9.25”,
and 8½” x 11”.
http://www.netread.com – NetRead is a virtual community that is
known as the Publishing Portal. It provides information on
activities in the publishing world.
http://www.rutledgebooks.com – Rutledge Books is a cooperative
publisher. Authors underwrite the cost of the first printing of the
book. After a manuscript is submitted and accepted, Rutledge
replies with a proposal outlining the details and the total cost. The
minimum number of books published is 500.
http://www.trafford.com – Trafford Publishing is an on-demand
book publishing service. Authors pay a one-time $400 set-up fee
and an annual $200 maintenance fee for subsequent years.
(Trafford is a Canadian company and both fees are in Canadian
dollars.) The author establishes a retail price and receives royalties
on all books sold. The royalties are determined by a formula that
accounts for the wholesale price and the retail mark-up. Trafford
promotes and sells the book through its Internet site.
http://www.vantage.com – Vantage Press is a subsidy book
publisher. The author pays a fee for the publication of the book.
The amount of the fee varies depending on length and other
factors. Vantage publishes the book. The author receives 40% of
the retail price of the book sold at standard discounts. The
bookseller gets 40% and Vantage gets 20%.

Electronic books
Depending on the content of the book you want to publish, you
may find that it is to your benefit not to print it at all. Instead, you
may want to consider supplying an electronic version of the book
Copyright © 2001, Jim Hamilton
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that readers either view on a computer screen or print out
themselves. Some technologies will allow you to do both
extremely well. Many of the preparations that you make to print
small quantities of a book are the same for creating an electronic
book.

Advantages and disadvantages of electronic books
Here are some of the advantages of distributing a book in pure
electronic form:
• You don’t have to print up a lot of copies that you may never be
able to sell.
• You can turn over the responsibility for printing to the reader
or a service provider.
• You can make revisions and publish new “editions” without
having to worry about older versions left in inventory. In a
sense, when you publish an electronic book you are a little like
a software manufacturer who creates a “golden master” of
version 1 of a software product. Future versions (i.e., editions)
are numbered to identify them (perhaps version 1.1 for a minor
change and version 2.0 when significant changes have been
made).
• Electronic books can be created so that it is easy to navigate the
book through automated links that take you to chapter
headings, other references, or even Internet addresses.
• Readers can easily search the book for key words or phrases.
• If the file is a reasonable size, you can distribute the book
electronically via the Internet, thereby avoiding mailing costs.
• Individual users can print it out if they want. (This way, the
reader pays the cost of printing.)
Of course there are also disadvantages:
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• You assume that your readers have access to a computer (or an
electronic book reader) as well as Internet access.
• You must consider how (or whether) the reader pays for the
book. Given that you have no printing overhead, you might
turn this to your advantage by choosing to give the book away.
Here again, if exposure is more important to you than revenue,
this could be one means to that end.
• A book with many pictures in it may result in a large file that
takes a long time to download from the Internet. If you are
creating a book specifically for viewing on computer, you may
wish to use lower resolution images, which will result in a
smaller file.
• If you give out the file for others to read, it is possible that they
may reproduce and sell your book without your knowledge.
(And while this is also possible with a paper book, it’s also
harder and more time consuming.)

File formats for electronic books
There are three file formats to consider if you want to distribute
your book electronically:
1. Adobe Acrobat Portable Document Format (PDF) – PDF is
well suited for cases where you want to both distribute the book
electronically and also store it in a print-ready format that
assures a consistent page layout. Adobe has also introduced
PDF-related technologies called PDF Merchant and Web Buy
that allow publishers to distribute PDFs that readers can
purchase and view.
2. Internet-oriented formats like Extended Markup Language
(XML) and Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) – These
mark-up languages were developed to format information
hierarchically, primarily for display on screen via the Internet.
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You could use either if you wanted to create a web page with
the content of your book.
3. The open e-book format (OEB) – This is a new format that has
been developed specifically for use on electronic book (e-book)
70
readers.
4. Microsoft Reader – In 2000, Microsoft introduced Microsoft
Reader. Microsoft Reader uses a display technology called
ClearType that improves the resolution of letters displayed on
the liquid crystal display (LCD) screens used in certain types of
computers. The format used by Microsoft Reader is called “.lit”.
The good news about any of these formats is that it is possible to
71
convert a Microsoft Word file into any of them. Therefore the
work you do to make the printed version is transferable, although
there may be special considerations for scanned images. (In
general, images intended for viewing on screen do not require as
high resolution as images for print.)

70

An e-book reader is a small hand-held computer that has been designed for downloading and viewing
electronic books.
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Microsoft Word 97 allows you to save a file as HTML. You need to own Adobe Acrobat or 5D PDF
Creator to create PDF. XML and e-book format conversions are possible, but not directly from Word 97.
Some e-book vendors provide free conversion tools. A special plug-in allows Microsoft Word 2000 to
create Microsoft Reader files.
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Hints and tips
This chapter provides some hints and tips as a reminder of the
things that you will need to consider as you work on your book:
• Use outlining and styles!
• Use an 8½” x 11” portrait format.
• Save frequently.
• Design the cover to the proper trim size. Remember that the
cover of a perfect-bound book will be trimmed. Therefore the
final size of the front cover will be smaller than 8½” x 11”.
Check with your print shop to see how much will be trimmed
off of the top, bottom, and right-hand side of the book.
• Use the JPEG format for grayscale and color images. Use TIFF
for line art.
• When saving an image in the JPEG format, choose high quality
setting.
• Choose an appropriate spatial resolution for all images.
• Remember to autocorrect and sharpen all grayscale images.
• Confirm that the table of contents and index references are
accurate. Important: Hide non-printing characters before
updating the table of contents or index.
• Request a proof and examine it closely.
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• Even-numbered pages should fall on the left-hand side of a twopage spread. Odd-numbered pages should fall on the right. New
chapters generally start on right-hand (i.e., odd pages).
• Don’t spend more than five cents per black & white image for
printing. A price of four cents per image (or less) is even better.
• Think ahead – How will you transfer the final book from your
computer to the print shop? Will they have the fonts they
need?
• Know your limits – You could do everything, but there are
things that you will probably want to leave to professionals (for
example, the printing and binding). Other tasks depend on
your own skills. Can you take a recognizable portrait
photograph of someone you interview for your book? Can you
scan and adjust that image so it will look good in print? Can
you create original color artwork for the cover? Can you
integrate that artwork into a cover design? Can you prepare a
print-ready color file for the cover? Do you have the visual
sense to select fonts for the text and cover? Can you apply styles
to your text and also proof any formatting errors? Can you work
with a printer to be sure that the book comes out the way you
want it to? Chances are you could try to do most of these
things. However, in some cases you’ll find it is worth it to pay
someone with professional skills to do parts of it for you.
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Afterword
You have an unprecedented opportunity to produce a small
quantity of attractive soft-cover books, without having to work
through a publisher. I did it, and with the right effort, so can you.
If you have any questions or comments about this book, I’d love to
hear from you. My e-mail address is:
jim@greenharbor.com
Or write me at:
Jim Hamilton
416 Webster Street
Marshfield, MA 02050
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Instant Fix, Adobe PhotoDeluxe feature,
81, 83, 86
International Standard Book Number
(ISBN), 11, 126, 127, 128, 129, 131
Keystroke commands, 20

Proofreading, 10, 19, 26
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cooperative), 11, 126, 128, 129, 130
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Document Format
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